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PREFACE

The Program for Educational Opportunity is a univer-

sity-based institute designed to assist school districts

in the process of desegregation. The grogram, based at

the University of Michigan, was established by the U.S.

Office of Education pursuant to Title IV of the 1964

Civil Rights Act.

Besides providing in-district services on request

and without charge to public schools in the six state

region of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio

and Wisconsin, the Program annually conducts a series

of conferences. During the spring and-summer of 1972,

four conferences were held at the University of Michigan

in Ann Arbor, covering topics of critical importance to

school board members; administrators, teachers, students

and community. These conferences were entitled:

Developments in School Desegregation and the Law

The:Personnel Director in the Desegregation
ProCe66

Multi-Ethnic Curriculum and the Changing Role

of-thLTeadher

The Role of the Principal in the Desegregation
Process
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The Program has transcribed or received written copies

of the major presentations from each conference and is mak-

ing. them available to anyone interested in the pursvit of

equal educational opportunities.

To the consultants from professional associations,

governmenthl agencies, university communities, and prac-

ticing educators and attorneys, the Program expresses its

appreciation for their sharing of experience and\dedica-

tion to the Proposition-of-equal educational opportunity.

Special appreciation is due Dr Wilbur Cohen, Dean of

the School of Education, for his continuing interest and

-support of the Program; and Henry Johnson, former Associate

Director of the Program and now University Vice-President

for Student Services, -for his participation in the devel-

opment of the conference series.

Finally, contributions of the below listed individ-

uals responsible for the planning and coordinating of the

conference series and these proceedings are acknowledged.
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INTRODUCTION

The Conference on The Personnel DireCtor in the Deseg-
regation Process, held June 19, 20 and 21, 1972, was de-
signed to explore the role of the personnel director in de-
veloping and implementing

administrative policies and reg-
ulations as they relate .to the recruitment and placement
minority personnel.

SubjE.. areas concentrated on the effects of desegre-
gation on minority personnel, effective recruitment prac-
tices, legall-regairements of racial equity in employment

practices, and the ,need foreffective policies for place-

ment and retention of minority staff-
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WHAT DOES DESEGnEGATION MEAN

TO MINORITY PERSONNEL?

Summation of Remarks by

Barbara A. Sizemore

In order to establish a point of refer from which

she was speaking, the speaker opened with an explanation

of her theoretical framework, which she termed the founda-

tion on which one builds'what'he does.

She began by defining desegregation and integration.

Two definitions of integration were cited. One is called

an open society definition. It states that every indivi-

dual member of society should have a multitude of opportu-

nities to interact with any other member of society based

only on his personal tastes, abilities and preferences.

This is voluntary. In the open society definition, the

individual decides to act:, I decide to interact with you.

The other definition of integration is racial balance.

Racial balance means people are distributed among various

institutions of the society according to their percentage

of the population. Who does it? -Does the person distri-

bute himself? No. .Someone else makes the decisions to

distribute-. In this definition, something is done to

one-by=the state or whomever.

The. definition of integration which has beenchosen

Mrs. Sizemore is Coordinator of Proposal Development for
Government Programs, Chicago; Illinois.
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for the design of desegregationmodels througi

try is the second one racial balance. The

rnula is 80/20: 30% white, 20% black. This de

the design of subsequent desegregation models

to the disadvantage of the minority groups in

Alls definition of desegregation which

balance is a racist definition because it pos

school -80% white and 20% black is desegregated

plies that the 80% (white) is superior to the

The majority must a.,;Jays be white.

Why, is the critical question? Why, in a

nations are the socialization goalS of the de

schools designed to make _minority groups confc

cultural values of the White Anglo Saxon Prote

nOring the cultural values of other groups?- T

speaker called "cultural arrogance' a term us

Novk in The Rise of the- Unmeltable Ethnies t

the imposition of the White Anglo Saxon Frotes

values on all other groups. Desegregation has

cultures of the -non-whites

Desegregation has:also caused 31,700 blac:

lose their jobs. When two

white on

black one.

ols , a black

are combined, the one closed is alwi

Oca s iorna.l ly, it might be changed

house or a center for socially maladjusted or

Department of Federally Funded Programs, generz



few teachers to be needed. When fewer teachers "ale needed,

blacks are selected out, not in.

What happens to the minority group person who does

teach in the desegregated school? Too often this teacher

is a person who is to field problems, to keep the lid on,

to keep things from happening. This person is usually

the tall guy. 1710 usually not trusted by the majority

group personnel_ if he can keep:. things from happening.

and not trusted.-by the-minoritIvigroupif..heidoesn't let

it happen. This person is in an untenable position.

But the primary prey of deseg egation is the black

principal. He inevitably loses his job when schools

are combined.

Charge of

Federally

He may be made the assistant principal in

discipline or he is shunted into a short-term

funded program that closes in three yeairs, but

The claim that under desegregation there are

more opportunities for black people clearly is not true.

What must happen in a desegregated situation in or-

der to effect some positive changes? A' new curriculum

:design must be developed, one which recognizes that

-curriculum is-everything-that takes placeina-school, both

content of courses and methodology. If you change content

of courses and methodology, you change the curriculum to

accommodate the need for cultural recognition and the

diversity of cultural values. These kinds of changes

wouldOlead to a change in the value system, a system
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which perpetuates white, European superiority; male superior-

ity; and the superiority of people with money.

A change in methodology should emphasize diagnosis

of the client (student) to provide an understanding of

.so that programs can be designed-to-conform

he client. Teachers will have to get into

-the -community to find out what children learnon-thestreet

and in the home and what-kinds of talents and assets, they

bring to the school in:order to develop programs-that are

meaningful'and pnes-which:will-Aceelerate the rate of--.

learning. Teacher training programs too, must change to-
t

be more relevant.

In essence, to change curriculum,and methodology,

the schools, must look at the client diagnose the client,

and match up what is done with what is learned about the

client. This must be a continual process, one which will

accommodate all multi-cultural styles.

Ms. Sizemore concluded by emphasizing the need to

change the power relationships. Minority group students

and personnel will always come out at the short end

the stick unless they have the power, along with the

majority group, to define the terms, interpret the sit-

uation, and design the desegregation model which may lead

to integration; that is, the creation of an open society,

where every individual will have an opportunity to make

a number of voluntary contacts with any other human being

based on his own personal tastes, preferences and abilities.



AN ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL FACTOR IN THE

DEVELOPMENT .0p.,COMMUNTTY CONTROLLED SCHOOLS
James Buntin -

The.failureto carry-.cut ithe.United-StatesSUpreme Court decision.

in the .case.-of-Brown.vs the Topeka Boa d of Education rendered in 1954

has. led. to one.of-..thimost:cOntroVersial_ developments .in public school

education- namely -:the movement -_-toward-community-control.of-the big-cit

schools. Black AMericans across the country have demanded.-the power

to govern those schools that._-serve black students-.-- -There is eery

indicationAhat this strategy will be empldyed increasingly by other

ethnic minotities,.-PUerto Ridahs and--Mexican7Atericans.in our-large-

urban areas.---For:pUrpoSea--of this study. the .term "community control"

as applied.to educational:institutions will indicate schools that..

were or are predominantly black populated and are Segregated...for

any..reason .de lure -or-de facto. In brief, community-controlled

school is .a-school in which parents, students. or. residents constitute

selUdefirted-_-"tommunity previonalf:lacking- control and who now

exert extensive-decisionmaking.power-over-- the policies of th6 school

or schools serving that community.. "Community"- is the crucial word

which Separates 'this neW_-_form. of school-fromMost instances of "local

control." Living within large- "local" districts are many grou of

people who have lost or never had-any. .significant control over, and

responsibility for, the local_ public- school. The size of the self-.

defined "community" can vary widely from a large area with a connection

by name and a sense of shared needs- .such.as'Harlem or Watts --to a small

group_afparents living-on one block'or students attending-one- high:

school.
Dr, James C.-Buntin Is-Director-of MultiEthnio -Studies,- Ann-Arbor
Public.SahoolsAnn'Arbor., M Ch an. At the-tiMe of the 'conference-
he was Director, AdMinistrationt:Ann ArbOr Public Sahoola.
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The best definition -fCOmmunity tontrol:_was.set forth by the

Five-State Organizing Comittee forCommunity. ContrOl in a position

paper addressed -to the Harvard Conference on .Educational- Subsystems,

prepared-by-4 caucus group.-at-the Harvard University conference of

January 25-- 1968 The following is-their position on educational,

subsystems and their definition, of control:

"We a

As we

e-firmly -opposed t the-concept..of educational subsystems.:

subSySteMs take their -place alongside CoMpOnsatoTy_

.education programs .proposal- designed-to racially balance the

schools, .and--other- techniques created. by white 'Americans- to

avoid-presenting relevant and innovative -- educational programs.-

These--effortsareenlYtoken-modificatiOni-Of the power relation-

ships which-currently exclude b1aCk people from all levels of

participation-in- the education- process.

We also reject- he conCePt-of-subsystemsbecause 'educators-

ate taking.what-wasessentially a black movement for control

of our-.schools and redefining that -movement -to their advantage,

creating the concepts of.subsYstems, decentralization, and

communityschbols. Thete must be a plea_ differentiation be-

tween the concepts of eduCational subsYstems. and the movement

toward self-determination... Black- people will not be satisfied

.with-the:compromise,which:subsystems-present.- -Wei-will do .

whatever is necessary to gain control' -of our schools. We-view

movements toward incorporation of the.concept of community.

control- into schooI systems whosebaSic-control-temains--with'

the white establishment_ as destructive to the.mOvetent

`phielt :Ka_Pani AP i1.-9644 PP. 456451...



for self - determination among black people.

The natUre.of- the control we seek does not mean merely naming

black -- people to administrative positions in-theexiSting

public school system,- Control must extend ta:the.actiVe

-members.of the community for which the schools exist.. The

objectives of our concept-of control -of -the schools. are four-

foldt.

1. Decision making in regard to the procedures and processes
of education must be'resPonsive-to-the:community.

2.-- There must -be organization for-absolute administrative.
and fiSdal. Control.-of the-5chooL-

-The functionof=educationmust.be redefined to make it.'
responsive and.-accountable -tothe community.

Supporters must by ctimmittedto.-Complete-zontrol'of- he
educational- goalsasthey:relate:-to the:larger:goals of
commUnity--.development-'-and-Self-determination

.The strategies for accomplishing control of-our schools will be

essentially two fold:

1. Mobilizing community concern in regard to the need
community control.

-Training. community. .people-(eyeryone- with a stake in the---
products of the school) to. effectively-participate' in
the new process of -coMMuhityldOntrol..of .our-schools."

The demands for community control of schools in large urban

areas can fully. be Understood'by-reCbgnizing the-frustrations:that

black-Americans and other racial 'minorities have experienced--in

their quest for freedom, equality, and-dighity. Two hundred years

of.slavery have been-followed-by. ohelundred- years of "freedoe.ano

black Americans-still reinai.-i outside of the mainstream of.American

life. By all, standards,- his welfare is substantially beloWthat

of white Ametioans; and- atistics- oh income, employment



expectancy, housing, and , fant mortality all reflect- his

unenviable position.

The black American has migrated from rural to urban areas

seeking opportunity and has Worked-hard at-the jobs that he

could' get but the -rapid upward mobility:that-greeted-immigrants

from other countries has eluded him. -in part this is -due to his

relatively lite arrival on the urban scene, when opportunities -for

unskilled labor were fast diminishing 'and the big -city political

systems had-bedome established and stabilized without his participa-

tion.. 'Thushe:Was caged in by-the-walls of the urban .gh tto (now
----properly-Called the- blidk.demmunity) . withilousing.:and -.job disCrimini-

.,

tion making _nil his chances _of..improvinghis status. MaSsiVe dis-

drimination-in both the government and the private-sector have,-

-prevented.anysembl nce _equal human rights_for' the. black.man rid-

while attempts havebegun to redress these inequalities 'progre-' has

been pitifulir_slow-andalmostAndiscernablei .Undoubtedly, the

worst condition facing_the..bladk AMerican----haS been his feeling of

powerlessness. The barriers.oUdisdrimination'his left the black

man in AMeriCa unable to fulfill the-same -high aspirations as his

felloW-citizens. His is imprisoned' in-substandard, overpriced

ghetto housing, and his choice of jobs-is very-limited. He has

neither the occupational or residential mobility nor the political

.power to counter:these..disabling.conditions.- Beyond this, his feelings

of impotence is compounded_by-the.failure of our social systems that

Were designed to improve his prospects and to alleviate his-unbearable
-

condition. Thisliustrating IaCkOf control over--his life's

circumstance is the most.dif-4cult.a Peet 'to accept, for, without`



some measure of control over his destiny, his aspirations. Can never

be more than pipe dreams. An outstanding black psychiatrist and

author puts it well wheh he stated:- "To be blaOk,, alive, a d aware

today is to live in a'constant-State of rage

The basic problem of the to gain control over-.

his destinY,,and in recent years a-prespectiVe solution has come

into -focus. 'Through racial cohesiVenes (the black-movement) and

self-development the black man intend& to liberate himself from

racism and to gain equality and dignity. In the f -efrent raf-thiv

effort is the quest:to .redireet and reform those.-institutionS that

have -failed black Americans and even worse .have-inflicted.-in,ury and

further disadvantages on racial. minorities. In the black- communities

of-the-larger- cities. the institution..thathas..mest biatantiy.contri-

It

buted to the .aboe -is being challenged, namely the American_ public
.

SChool -SyStem. Neither- Urbaneducaters: nor--infOrMed laYmen--dispute

the- fact that the -city schools :have- failed to help the black Anerican,

-substantially-to improve-his.statua..- The indietmentofthe schools

is particularly serious because formal- education has represented-the:

primary social device'for-equalizing opportunities among children of

'different-racial' or social groupings. Hard data indicates--that while

about- 75.perdent of-white males in their latetwenties. have-completed.

high school, only. about 6t0 percent of non-White males-in this age

bracket have received a_high_school education. Bven among .those

students-who do reach the twelfth grade,_the average black student

is about three years behind the average twelfth -grade white in

standardiied achievement units. This is carefully documented in the

report-bythe:United.Sta_es Office of Education which.waS compiled
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by a committee headed by Pr, James. Coleman -and entitled, "Equalit
Educational:Opportunity as well as the 1967 report of the

United States Civil Rights Commission' entitled; "Racial Isolation
in the Public Schools."

-The black American enters his adult life with severe-educa-
tional deficiencies, and-the nature of-thy; schooling experience
that is provided for him must share some. -of the blame :for-this

condition. . The average black student in the large urban areas
attends a school that is less 1-endoWedthan_his counterpart
attends in white sChoo- The quality of.-teatherS in--these "blaCk"
schools-is-less than thatOf-their:suburban colleagues. -In-

addition to this,- schools with l rge black enrollments-Ilave- a

history of being crowded and to experience shertage:of--mate-ials
and supplies and haVe been characterized-by- lower expenditureS.
Inferior resources is only one way in which the schools handicap

preparation of the black child for a productive life More
destructive to his self - concept .and groWth-.ia the cultural intolerance
reflected by his schooling. experience. The.material curriculuM,---

and teaching methods were developed for-the white-middle-class child-
and they have been-for. the most part irrelevant to the experiences and
special ducational'requirements of the black child. The present
sdnbolS in 'tile black community tend to underminc the iden,ity of the
black.student by ignoring. his cultural heritage. --This.-is usually .

done in good conscience in:a noble effort to be "color-blind"_but by
.using this approach the schools in ignoring color have demanded
that the'blaCk child reflect the language. patterns, experience,
and cultural traits of the white middleclass student. The urban .



schools have, in effect, forced black -students to be captive

aud-enCes-in a hostile- environmentone that did not consider

nor even give concern to their needs. .Tht_schools as they now exist

do not reflect the pluralism that is claimed-for our Society-.

Since it is the intention of theblackcommunity-to'takeover

those institutions that mold-their:lives and the lives of -their

children it. is not_byaccident-thatischool boards- represent.their

focal point. A.participant-in- the.Brookings -Conference on

Community .Control of SchOolS held in Washington I.C. Mates it
clearly

..the schools are rather natural
for a first _thrust-because they represent the white under-
belly -of-society. They aroPresent.---.--They.are-constant.-.
They are not-something thatis- hidden in a back room in
city 'hail- which- The:principal:is at hand.
The teachers-ate thel-. HSothe-School '-s-a.--very tangible.-
instrument- around which-action- -Can:IOCU-

Besides-being visible.the schoo_i_s.to some represent-.a POtent

-power in society-and. those who.cantrol it is thought _O--be

controllers of something of extreme importance.

Additional. support for school decentralization comes -from-

support of- the black community _position by a large:segment of

the-white middle-class. which has. also-been frustrated with the

empty promises, rigidities, lack of responsiveness

-arid red -tape_ that Characterize the city school,- bureaucracies. The

most powerful element underlyin the:push-for radical Change in the

governing Of- chools'haS come froM the recognition-that-the people

The Brookings. Institution,
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presently controlling the schools-and whO have been for some tiMe-

trying to improve the ghetto schools have been totally inadequate and:

unsuccessful in their efforts.

The conventional thinking of the late 1950's and the 1970's

suggested that racially integrating the schools would solve the

black Children Probleffi as well AS other-Minorities. In most Placei

intepAtion was never achieved, inaction-on the issue or,- worse

yet, 1pile gerrymaadering of local attendance areas to prevent meanin

ful integration creAKed more bitterness among the many blacks whose

top priority was racially integrated education. The failure of the

city school boards to deliver what they had promised led to much

distrust of centralized school boards by minority citizens. Where

integration did not take place it was token in nature, with black

students placed in different "ability' groups or curricula than

white students. The United States Commission on Civil Rights found

that "manyNegro students who attend majority-white schools are in

fact in majority-Negro classrooms."1 The burden for movement of

students to effect racial balance was always on the black community

and Berkeley, California,_standsoutlike a lighthouse beacon as the

only city of :.size in the United States -thathas Cross-busting to success-

fully expedite-it: integration plan. The recent disturbances -in

Pontiac,-Michigan clearly- indicate:that.white -people: do. not ascribe

to school integration and oppose.the concept even-tore:when busting.

of students is involved. Even United States 'Senators and governors,

of States and State legislatures publicly refute any concept of

integration if movement of white students- is involveth

'Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, Volume I. A Report
of the United States Commission on Civil Rights, 1967.
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THE AND P _SO EL POLICIES:

FOR UITY

0 believe t- eight

ORITY HIRING

Harry T. E a ds*

n years have already passed

since the his c opin on of the'Supreme Cour

Education of 1/
Topekae- where the couri

in Brownv.Soardof

ated that:

in the field of public education thedoctrine of

'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational

facilities are inherently unequal."

-uly incredible is that, nearly two decades after o

there is still a need--indeed, an urgent need- -to convene a confer -.

ence of personne directors to discu s problems related to the recru:

ment'and placement of minorIty personnel in the public school system.

That so many of you are here today gives unfortunate but accuratE

testimony to the fact that the legal principle of desegregation mandated

by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education ofTope a and its

progeny, is still a goal and not yet a reality in this co- Y.

my task today is to discuss with you one facet of the problem of

egation in the publicschool system; i.e. the legal requirements

of -ring as .they relate. minority personnel. To this end, I will-
Professor Harry T. Edwards is Associate Professor of Universityof Michigan, and arecognized expert in the field of labor relations.
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give you an overview of the current trend of the law of

equal employment opportunity in the field of public education.

As moat of you are already aware, the problem of employment dis-

criminati_on is not confined to the private, industrial, market place.

Racial discrimination is pervasive among public and private employers

alike, and it ouches nearly every field of work above the level of

unskilled manual labor. Too often those of us who toil in the area

of public education, smugly..assume t the problem of racial d

Crimination lies elsewhere. How often v- you heard a school -dm

istrator^ say - - "we will accept anyone who is qualified;" wh in point

fact really meant--"we would prefer not to hire a Negro, but if

one possessing uniquely superior qualifications happens to pass through

our couniy, we might consider him."

The "paper credential syndrome' which includes the endless

search for the "best Black candidate available," has for years served

the cause of discrimination well. White employers, in educat on as

well as in other areas of employment, -have for too long been'permitte4

to exclude Blacks from good jobs by merely asserting the often

specious claim that there are no oalified" minority candidates to

be found in the job rket. Fortunately, the bugaboo of "qualifica-

tions," formerly. the main device used in furtherance -of'discrimination,

has now become the principal tool of change in the ci el -dealing-1.th
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czpLa n,

Pied" and,

PPP

precis

impor

criteria actually mea

unity, Moyers are now being required to

the criteria used to determine who uali-

antly, they are being compelled to show that he

ure job perfcrmance.-2/

oblem of Employment Discrimination in public Education

Be e I discus e of the current case hich deals with

employment discrimination in public education, it may be useful to

first efine the n which discrimination is most likely to

occur. -There are at least five areas of consequence that should be of

concern to us today.

Discriminat

emp loymen t;

2. Discrim nation in

and

They are:

n int

D imination in

recruitment of minority candidates for

hiring of minority applicants;

the retention of minority employees;

Discrimination in on -the- job- training

5. Discrimination in upgra

employees.

In-approaching the issue of personnel policies as they'relate to

minority employees;

and promoting of minority

minority teachers it is imperative to invest

just at the entry leve

ate these policies not

employment but also at the retention levels.
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applicants if that emp o ent is

tide empi

-o be- subsequently him:

unavailable on specious or discriminatory grounds Furl_

ex

-Illus

they

already employed may

employees will

s encountered at the retention

discriminatory practice whict

and how they may be remedied st

_rain their pos

scodraed fr

able experience of their peers.

The43efinition of Discrimination

Before we proceed further, we must clarify y our undo

riminatio

scholar in employmenu discrimination, has observed

must accept the notion that discrimination

activity, pot a state of mind. This is a eruct

distinction which eludes many, including a num

of otherwise sensible civil rights. supporters.

DiserlmTnation is conduct which harms minority

group persons. Where harm exists,' it doe& not

matter 212:the harm was done. Under this form

the pure of heart may discriminate. Their fee

of love,' hate or neutrality toward minority gr.

are irrelevant. This is what the law would ca"

riot 'objective test'. of discrimination to dist:
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it from the 'subjective test' which seeks to determine

whether there was a wish, desire, purpose or intent to

harm minority p ns....The older idea of discrimination

was that it was 'subjective,' based on personal feelings

of dislike because of race. This idea arose in response

to the patterns of servitude imposed in the South. This

'subjective test' is simply inadequate to encompass the

impersonal operation of a system of education or employ-

ment which has the proven capacity to harm minorities as a

group, without the involvement of any individual who 'wanted'

to cause such harm."1

The Supreme Court has recently made it clear that in measuring

"discrimination under Title VZI of the Civil. Rights Act of 1964;

"... good intent or the absence of discriminatory intent

does not redeem employment procedures or testing mech-

anisms that operate as 'built in headwinds' for minority

groups and are unrelated to measuring job capability...."

* * *

"The Act proscribes not only overt discrimination but

also practices that are fair in form, but discriminatory

in operation..

Once you understand that we are dealing with "a ects " and not

leged employment discrimination,

then the caselaw is more easily comprehended.

T al_Framework

acre are a multitude of federal and state statutes, executive

orders, et one proscribing discrimination in the



field of public edu For the sake of simplicity and clarity,

1 only deal with the body of law arising under:

1. The U.S. Constitution - -in particular the First (freedom of

speech), Fifth (due process) and Fourteenth (equal protection)

Amendments;

2. The Civil Rights Acts of 1866-1 and 1874--

l'he Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1972.r.0]

The U.S. Constiri n does not explicitly protect against di_

criminatory actions by private individuals; however, it has been

interpreted to prohibit such action by representatives of both federal

and state governments.-2/ Since a Public school system is considered

o be an agency of state goverhment, it is subject to the const u-

tonal proscription against discrimination based upon rade in employ=

-t.

Abridgement of constitutionally protected rights is often found

in actuations where teachers involved in civil rights activities are

suddenly dismissed or fail to have their contracts renewed. These

teachers are usually given specious reasons for the school board's

decision to terminate their employment. The constitutionally protected

ghts involved in these situations peach and

Association to due process of law. ften the freedom of speech or
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association abridgement is compounded by the absence of any'hearing

before or after discharge at which the teacher may face his accusers,

hear their evidence and respond to In these situations therefore,

there are often dual violations, by way of he lack of procedural due

process coupled with the violation of a substantive constitutional

A good example of the type of case o which I refer, which

was decided in 1966, invo g a suit brought in federal court by a

Black teacher in a North Carolina school. 8' The teacher had a twelve

year record of excellent recommendations but in 1964 her contract was

not renewed. Under the Applicable North Carolina law all teacher

contracts were for a one year term and were renewable thereafter at

the discretion of the board generally acting in accordance with the

recommendations of school principals. During the year prior to he

non-renewal'of this teethe s contract the town in which she taught
fi

amealocation of intense civil rights activity. Plaintiff teacher

openly participated in voter registration drives and in demonstrations

designed to desegregate public facilities_ Additionally, her husband

and her father both became candidates for public office.

Immediately prior to the time for review of contracts, plaintiff

received a .etter from her principal ii

of school rules, none of which related to her class Pe

qtions

or ance.
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Tire teacher replied offering explanations for the alleged infractions

and soon received a second letter from the principal noting her

"improvement" in the areas cited and stating that he intended to

recommend that her contract be renewed for the coming school year.

There was no evidence that the principal was aware of any subsequent
.

infractions. However, when the local board met to consider contract

renewals her contract was not renewed. The two lettera from her

principal were presented to the board along with the principal

reaffirmation of a favorable recommendation. The board stated that it

had acted on the basis of the letters and had made no inquiry into

plaintiff's conduct or teaching abilities. The board members also

stated that y were aware of her civil rigbrs involven

members admitted that they opposed integration of the schools.

The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals had little trouble in

deciding the case, in favor °of plaintiff, aind, in so doing, it ruled

that:

take it to be self.evident that the objections

held either by the Board or the principal to the plain-

tiff's exercise of her perSonal and associational

liberty to express her feelings about segregation
.

would not justify refusal to renew her Contract so long

as these activities did not interfere with her performance

of her school work."

The court found no evidence thatT =iff's civil rights
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activities had interfered with the performance of her duties as a

teacher. The court also pointed out that the infractions alleged

by the principal were insufficient both individually and collectively,

to warrant non- renewal of her contract especially in light of her

excellent twelve year record.

The signiftea this decision, and others like it,-2/ is the

wa _rig it gives to public school would otherwise be

bent upon infringing on the personal liberties of teachers. Many,

Black teachers nowadays are =Ave participants in the civil rights

struggle and are even frequently critical of the system or which they

work. Therefore, it.is important for school administrators to

resssember hat, so long as job performance is not impaired, teachers,

inclu AI minority teachers are constitutionally free to protest

against the ills of society. The same is tru. in Connection with

minority job applicants. For even if it is true that no one has an

absolute right to public eMployment, it is also true that all have

right not to have public -t denied on arbitrary or capri-

cious grounds in retaliation for the exercise of a cons tional

ght or in response to factors such as race which are irrelevant to

job performances



The C Linder the Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and 1871 and Under

Title VII

I would like to spend the remaining time allotted to me, dis

cussing some of the recent caselaw which has arisen under the Civil

Rights Acts of 1866 and 1871 and, additionally, the application of

Title VII to the field of public education. Section 1981 of Title 42

S. Code, which is derived from a post-Civil War statute pa -d

in 866, prohibits acial discrimination in both public and private

employment. Section 1983 of this same Title, which was derived from

the Civil Rights Act of 1871, says that no person may, under color of

eta action, be deprived of any rights secured by the Constitution.

By far.he largest block of cases dealing with minority hiv he

field of edUcation have arisen under these two post-Civil War statue

Title VI] s the other important piece_ of legislation proscribing

discrimination in ploytent. Section 701(a) of the recently enacted

1972 AmendMents to Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act includes

and local governments and their agencies the definition

of covered emp oyers;and the exemption for both public and private

educational institutions formerly found in Section 702 has been

removed. Thus teachers at virtually all levels are now entitled to

protection against employment discrimination under Title VII.
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ing racial discrimination, Title VII makes unlawful hose

praCtCe deny persons ec l employment opportunity

race,9Af As I have already mentioned, the United States

Supreme Court, in its 1971 decision of Griggs v. Duke prewar Cotpany,

stated that Title VII reflects a congressional mandate for:

"the removal of artificial,_ arbitrary, and unnecessary y

barriers to employment when the barriers operate invidiously

to discriminate on the basis Of racial or other impermissible

classification.

Since Title VII has only just recently been amended to nclude

public school employers under its ambit of coverage, there is little or

no law thereunder which deals directly h the field of education.

However, there is aril extensive body of case law which. has arisen under

Title VII during the past eight years; this law, although it deals

With private sector cases for the most part, is nevertheless pertinent

to any discussion of equal employment opportunity in the nein

public- education. Consequently, 1 refer to some pre-1972

Title VII cases here in discussing the legal. requ en of hiring

etas to minority personnel.

The Transition Raci,all Dual To Uni.tar School S

Most of the cases alleged scrimination to date have arisen

pursuant to court orde ed moves from segregated to unitary school
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systems in the South. In 1969, the Supreme Court rendered two

important decisions in this area In one, Alexander v. Holmes County

Board of Education, 396 U.S. 19 (1969), the court ruled that the aging

order of Brown v. Board of Education was to take ofZect "immediately"

and that school di_

based on race or color.

could no longer operate dual school systems

+nand case, .S._ v._Montgompry County

Board of Education, 395 U.S. 225 (1969), the court ruled id effect that

legal requirement of desegregation included an obligation to

integrate public school faculties. In this regard, the Court in

Montgomery County ordered the school board to move toward a goal

whereby in each school the ratio of white to Negro faculty members

was substantially the same throughout the school system.

The illegality of denial of employment on the basis of race is

aptly dekoustrated in the cases which deal with,thc displacement of

Black personnel in the t ansition from dual school system o unitary

systems. he single most important c ions in this area is

al Se.ara.te School Dis 4 F.2d

1212 (5th Cir. 1970). This case,.decided in 1970 by the Fifth Circu

Court of Appeals, has come to be recognized as the guiding light

legal principle in cases of alleged employment discrimination arising

pursuant to court rdered desegregation. The Singleton decision set



forth standards to be

which occur a

flowed in the event of personnel reductions

esult of the transition to un ary school syste-

In essence the court ordered that if, during the process of desegrega-

o , staff reductions, es ng in dismissal n of profes-

sional personnel, become necessary, the school district must proceed

to select the staff members to be displaced on the basis of previously

developed "non-racial objective criteria". The criteria must be made

available for public inspection and must be retained by the school

district. Additionally, the school district must also "record and

preserve the evaluation of staff members under the criteria" and make

the evaluation available o the displaced employee upon his request.

The court in Singleton also made the significant ruling that, in the

event of staff displaceaie

aff vacancy may be filled through recruitment of a

person of a race, color, or national origin different from

that of the individual dismissed or demoted, until each

displaced staff member who is qualified has had an oppor-

tunity to fill the vacancy and has failed to accept an

offer.to do so."

As you can imagine, the Singleton decision has helped to

diminish the tendency of overt bigotry toward _minority teachers, and

job applicants, who Might otherwise be adve ely affected by the
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in this regard involved a suit filed by a

Black plaintiff who had been a principal for ight years in an all

Black school in
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which was closed in 1967 in the transition to

a unitary system. The plaintif quested that he be appointed

principal of another school or director of the local Head Start Program.

Instead, he was appointed for three years as a teacher in the Head Start

Program and thereafter as a physical education instructor and as a

social studies teacher. Between the time when plaintiff'

and when he filed su p

schoolschool. closed

ncipalships became vacant and although

plaintiff requested appointment to each position, the ard neither

consulted ith nor hired plaintiff. Instead a white person not pre-

viously displaced in the transition was appointed by the board to each

available position.

In defense of its actions, the board argued that plaint was

within the Son 41g definition of the term, "demoted" since his

salary as a Head Stert coacher was higher than it had been as principal

prior to 1967. The court re ected this argument and rightly so because

Singleton explicitly defines demotion as being any reassignment under

which among other things the staff member received less pay or has less

responsibility than under the assignment he held previously. Clearly
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position plaintiff subsequently held entailed less responsibility:

The court ordered plaintiff's immediate reinstatement to the pos

of principal in one of the district's schools and ordered the lower

court to determine- and award appropriate back pay and retir

benefits.

In L later caseili from the same county the court also found a

Singleton violation when plaintiff, a Black head coach, was passed

over for two head coach ,positions in a rncrly all white school. The

- gluons were given instead to white coaches m outside the district.

Before the court ordered desegregation, the plain had been head

coach in an all Black scho_ en years but had ben demoted to the

position of assistant coach in a fo arly all white school when the

Black school was closed. The court e again rejected arguments

that the fact _ there: had been no salary 10.ss was probative of the

fact that plaintiff had not been demoted. The Court observed that the

school board's claim that the Black coach could not handle the respon-

sibilities associated with a head coaching Job was belied by his out--

standing record of coaching at the formerly all-Black school before

desegregation. Even though the coach had been awarded state coach-of-

/ ,

the-year non of ten years in basketball and once in foot-

ball, the school board still argued that his prior record was
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elevant because the formerly all -Slack school had been smaller than

the newly integrated school. To this, the court made the important

ruling that, under the Singleton criteria, a Board of Education

assume he burden of establishing the minority person's alleged--

"... lack of qualifications by means of objective and

absolute criteria, not by means of comparison with

another applicant or by means of administrative

intuition."

Since it was found that the Black coach was clearly "qualified" on

an absolute scale of measure, the board was orderedto promote-him'

to the head coaching position.

cases disposed pursuant ngletcal are illus-

trative of the position that school boards rage a continuing duty to

minority teachers displaced by desegregation. Furthermore, the

of the law in this area is that as the school

boards would have it, a privilege for a Black teacher from an all

Black school to be placed in a subservient position in a predominantly

white school, gather,, it -.hi legal right to be appointed to a

position of equal status and responsibility. A school board iw also

restrained fry arguing that _ placed Black personnel are unqualified

in comparison too available whites not also displaced. The standard

to be used in determining qualifications must be objective and
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absolute, not based on comparison h another applicant or rd

bias. -rity teachers may properly be displaced pursuant to a

tr on from a segregated to a unitary school _y- ema-2 however,

as the cases clearly recognize, unless objective standards are

ruined, not only would the displaced minority staff in dis-

placed but, in all-probability, the overwhelming numbers of minority

applicants for new employment would remain unhired.

Employment Te_s_t&AndOther'O4alifYtaBLOriteria

Objectivity is not he only requirement that criteria for hiring

or retention must meet. It is also crucial that the criteria bear

some provable relationsh a the position in queat #on when the use

of the criteria results in unfavorable diffentials along racial lines.

The problems encountered in this area are graphically illustrated by

two 1971 MississipPi cases in which the school district imposed the

requirement that both incumbent teachers and prospective applicants

attain certain scores on the National Teachers lamina ions (NTE).--

and the Graduate Record ExamInations (G ).11il in order to retain or

obtain In both situations the local boards were aware of

the fact that an overwhelmingly disproportionate number of Blacks, as

=pared with whites, had failed to achieve those scores and therefore

the pool of eligible teachers would be virtually all white. The Courts
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in both cases --led that the use of these criteria as

employment was illegal because (1) the tests had a di

rse impact nn Black vs. white job candidates and

were never clearly shown to measure or predict a pers

be a good teacher.

The courts found that the GRE and NTE were not d.

facilitate

Rather,

-election or identification of effecti-

d that the purpose of the GRE was

the identification of candidates for graduate study;

of the NTH. was to measure the academic achievement of

tea hel: education. programs. There was evidence of

relation between scores on either examination and effe

is d ability, In refusing to allow the district

using the test scores as the sole or principle cm. teri

he courts thwarted the districts attempts to comply w:

ry hiring in form:b t not in substance.

15In another 'similar recent case, /
- the New York

Exam rs was enjoined from administering competitive 6

for the selection of principals and assistant principal

Black and

more frequently t

_lean

e candidates.

Id_ i led

In this connect



court ruled T.r.&L;

... where plaintiffs show that the examinations

result in substantial discrimination against a minority

racial group qualified to take them, a strong showing

must be made by the Board that the examinations are

required to measure abilities essential to performance

of the supervisory positions for which they are given.

* * *

"A study of the written examinations reveal-that major

portions of them call simply for regurgitation of

memorized material. Purthermore,,the oral examination

procedure leaves open the question of whether white

candidates are not being favored--albeit unconsciously-

by committees of examination assi tants who have been

entirely or predominantly White."

The court ruled that since the board could not demonstrate that the

re jobrelated, they'should be discarded,-

Although the above cited cases arose under the Civil Rights

1866 and 1871, the principles stated are uniformly followed

Durta in Title _.VII cases.- Job tests

promotions :or training, must be job related:

bather for hiring,

"It seems to be generally accepted that before

examination will be recognized as a reliable instrument

for measuring the fitness and ability of a candidate to

p 'form tasks demanded by a given position, the examine-

n should be validated, shown c- be reasonably,

capablecf measuring what it purports to measure The
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first step toward this basic objective is to insu

that as to subject matter the examination will el.ic

the candidate information that is relevant to the

_job for which it- is given."16"

a vest or standard of quaiif i6ation is neutral on its face but is

shown to have a disproportionately adverse affect on a particular racial

group, then it must sustain the test of "business neces

exeomple, if a neutral seniority system has the

Blacks out certain jobs

ty.II

ect of fraeAng

hich they have been historically

excluded, the system will be declared to be unlawful unless it can

be demonstrated to be tuentill to the safety and efficiency of the

employing ente prise.1
7/

In short, "it is both unreasonable and discriminatory to use

o+tensibly neutral .criterie for employaent where those crite a are

not substantially related to the job's requirement and where the

criteria disqualify substantially more Black applicants hart

wbite."1241

Recruitment

Another area of concern in oyment discrimin es is

that of recruitment of minority candidates. Professor Blumrosen

has effectively argued that:



"Title VII thus pros ibex recruitment ptactices which

deny minorities the notice of and opportunity to secure

employment with employers who have a subitantially:

segregated labor force. It may be useful to crystalliz

this reasoning by stating that Title VII imposes on

employers who have a substantially segregated labor

force the duty of fair recruitment. It would be unfor-

tunate if this shorthand expression were to become

involved in those interminable arguments about misfeasance

vs. nonfeasance. The arguments could be made that Title VII

imposes no affirmative duties- but merely assures that what

an employer chooses to do, he must do in a non-discriminatory

manner. The futility of this line of argumentation should

clear.... The short answer is that the distinction is

without substance. In fact, employers do have recruiting

systems; they notify, advertise, post notices, interview

applicants, and hire people. Al]. of these things con-

ute activity. They are measurable and controllable.

Where these activities perpetuate segregation, they are

unlawful under Title VII."

The easels under Title VII supports professor Blumrosen's

thesis regarding the "duty of fait recruitment." A very strong

judicial statement regarding the duty of fair recruitment is found

in the District Court decision in United States v. Local 86, Iron-

workers Union.22/ Th he court rendered the f conclusions

of law hich are* instructive here:
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Where union membership, is virtually -white, it

unlawful_for a union ... to limit information with regard

to membership, work referral opportunities, and apprentice-

ship training to union members:And oche

unlawful for a union ... to give false,

whites. It is

is leading or

incomplete information to Blacks because of their race, or

to fail or refuse to, inform them of the procedures for

application for membership, referral or apprenticeship

training.. It is unlawful fora union actively to

attempt to recruit whites while making no effort to recruit

Blacks.... In proving a pattern or practice of racial dis-

crimination, evidence of the discriminatory reputation of a

union ... is relevant and admissible. Such evidence is

admissible to show how and why Blacks may have been dis-

couraged from applying for membership, referral or appren-

ticeship, and how and why some or those who did apply may

have been discouraged from pursuing their applications

vigorously.... Statistical evidence regarding the racial

composition of the defendant organizations and the commun-

ity at large is probative of the issue _ whether defendants

have pursued a policy pf racial discrimination. This i

especially true when it has been shown that qualified

Blacks have been and continue to be residence of the area

Thus in the field of education, the proposition may be stated that

s l boards have an af rmative duty to recruitBlack teacher apply--

here none or few have been hired in he past, particularly in

communities where there is a measurable Black population. this

connection, sot-1nel directors should utilize recruitment channels .
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that are suet lireiy to produce Black applicants. For example, if

a school district has previously limited its recruitment to colleges

which have few or no Black student then the recruitment effort

uld be expanded to include schools where Black students are in

in significant numbers. In some cases, where a school

district has never lo d a Black !f it may be neces

s Board of Education to engage in a positive pr rms.-

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commisslrsn has adopted

the viewpoint that when it is apparent "that for a number of years

employer has been excluding Negroes, the eMployer has nfi=irmative

Lu4 to

employees

ticas.'
,21

whatever steps are necessary to ccrvincc potentiml Ncg

has abandoned iesdis

In this regard, the EEOC ha

im n-tory policies and prac-

_ employer

fails to con _glTdeMonstrate to the Negro community its ngness

to hire Negroes and, as a consequence, it fai to recruit and hire

Negroes, then it will be found that he employer has been p petuating

past discrimination against Blacks so as to currently scr nate

inst them because of their race within the meaning Title VII.32/

T _Not_ uofAffirmative Action

This then brings me to my last subject of concern here:today,

namely, the notion of "affirmative. action" to remedy employment



aiscr Th e subject =taxi ve -n or "prefer_entia

treatment," is probably an appropriate subject to close on, because

it is usually the last line of defense advanced by those who are

opposed to the concept of equAl employment opportunity. The premise

behind the concept Ila f
a_ va action" is that hiring and promotion

practices which appear r neutral on their face result perpetuation

of the unequal distribution of minority workers throughout the various

segments of the economy. The labor market is dominated by corporations,

unions, public .nstttutlons and employment agencies which have histor-

ically tended to exclude minority groups he rewards of the

economy. Thus, It argued, that the e to remedyin&

is to change the attitudes of the decision makers in each particular

ution sc policy emerges that regards such a change in

and distribution as not only desirable but essential.

One of the most successful methods of effecting such a change

in institutional norms is through the enactment of legislation such

as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, By legally confrontin

entrenched interes the restrictive structure that has been main-

tamed over time may be forced to give way under the bran a

in national policy. However, even following the enactment of

- discrimination legislation, t be recognized that,



although the legal bas

_7_

disc nation has been altered, the-

conten t of minority exclusion
,of ten remains as a result of centuries

of =equal access to the opportunity structure. Ther

-allege4J. "neutral" employment decisions

because

leave minorities at a

advantage as a result of the history of race relations, further

to remedy the situation m- of necessity, extend beyond

uch neutrality. Unfortunately, once the government extends i

influence beyond the strict concept of color-blindness it becomes

vulnerable to a charge of illegal preference for one group over

another. The tensions produced by the two principles of color-

blindne colt) iriusness arc at

concerning the legitimacy of affirmative action

c estions

loymene situations.

Proponents the color -blind approach argue that strict impartiality

may be constitutionally required under the Equal Protection and Due

Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment.. Adherents of color-

blindne also point o the uncertain constitutional status of "hiring

quotas" as a reason for avoidin

group job applicants.

With all of this said, it should be noted that the current status

of the law of equal employment opport

.al treatment for minor

"colorblind."

Section 703(j) of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act provides the
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"Nothing contained in this Title shall be interpreted

to resuire any employer ... to grant preferential treat-

ment to any individual or to any group because of the

race, color, religion, sex or national origin of such

individual or group on account of an'Imbalanc Which may

exist with respect, to-the total number or percentage of

persons of any race, color, religion, sex or national

origin employed by any employer..

However, Section 706(g) ha

It

he court finds that the [employer] has intentionally

engaged in an unlawful employment practice ... the

court may enjoin the [employer] from engaging in such

unlawful employment practice, and order such affirmative

action as may be appropriate . or other equitable relief

as the court. de s appropriate .
ft

pr

enactmeztt la 1964, the inner tension between the anti-

1 treatment provision in Section 703 (3) and ,the provision

authorizing the coutcp to ore "affirmative action" upon a finding

of discriminaition, pursuant o Section 706(g), has been primarily,

definitively, resolved in favor of a more color-conscious

approach. Thus, fore_amplel the Sixth Circuit Co_ of. Appeals has

held that

"The provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 against grant-

ing preferential treatment under the Act solely because of

an imbalance in racial employment existing at the effective

data of the Act is not a ban on affirmative relief against

continuation of the effects of past diacriMination resulting
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from present practices which arc neutral on their face

but which have a practical ef2ect of continuing past

injustices."211

While no court has yet flatly approved "hiring quotas" as such under

Title VII, nevertheless, the courts have not hesitated to use statistics

and ratios as a tool for measuring an employer's compliance with Title

VII; in this regard, the courts have frequently held that an employe

ponslble for the results of perpetua the effec past

discrimination and that statistics alone may be the evidence of such

discriminatio
24/

The'cases _oh have a-

end 1871 are less equivocal on the question of affirmative action and

under the Civil Rights Acts of 1866

preferential treatment. To date, several courts have cies, y led

a public employer may be required to give preferential treatment

to minority job plicants in order to overcome the present effects of

peat discrimination.
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For example, in the case of Parcel v. Titus, 2 FEP Cases 1024

(3rd Cir. 1970), It was held that a school board in New Jersey

did not violate the Civil Rights Act of 1871 when it abolished an

existing procedure whereby principals and vice-principals were

appointed from, a promotional list based upon oral and written

examinations. In place of the existing system for promotions, the

Board of Education had adopted a temporary procedure under which

race was one factor used in the selection of principals and vice-

principals. Several white teachers, would otherwise have been

promoted'fr- the p °motional list, led suit claiming that the

new system instituted by the board constituted reverse discrimination

against Caucasians. The court, rejected the plaintiff's claim and

ruled as follows:

"There was such a great imbalance in the principal nd

vice-principal positions that, in his professional judg-

meat [the superintendent] felt that by adding a Negro

who was qualified to these important positions, thus

g the faculty more integrated, would readily lend

itself to an upgrading of the public school system...

State action based partly on considerations of color,

when color is not used per se, and in furtherance of a

proper' governmental objective, is not necessarily a

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Proper integration

of faculties is as important as proper integration of



schools themselves.... School authorities have an a

tive duty to break up the historical pattern of segregated

faculties, the hallmark of the dual system. It would there-

fore seem that the Boards of Education have a very definite

affirmative duty to integrate school faculties and to per-

mit a great imbalance in faculties ... would be in negation

of the Fourteenth Amendment...."

A similar ruling was handed down in NAACT v. Allen- 4 PEP Cases

318 (1972), where it was found that in the 37 year history of the

Alabama State Police there had never been a Black state trooper; to

remedy this situation, the court ordered the state to hire one Negro,

trooper for each white trooper hired until approximately 25Z of

Alabama State tr oper force was comprised of Negroes Other cases

arising under the Civil R hts Acts of 1866 and 1871 have adhered

to tre proposition that public employers may be required to give

preferential treatment h ng to minority job applicants for the

purpose of eliminating present effects 5s of past discrimination.--

Conclusion

At the beginning of my speech today I indicated that I would

attempt to give you an "overview" of the curren status of the law

of equal employment opportunity as it applies to the field of public

education. While sure that there are many questions left

unanswered by this presentation, I hope that have at least _ hed



the surface of the problem for you and suggested some overriding

principles which have a bearing on the issue of recruitment and

placeffient cf minority personnel a public school system. The

ante of equal employment opportunity, especially in the field

public educecion, cannot be overstated.. Hopefully, the not

distant future, the customs within our country ill be seen comport

with some _of the legal principles which_ I have discussed today.
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Left= Barbara Sizemore speaks
to the issue of what desegre-
gation means to minority per-
sonnel.
Below: A panel discusses the
issue of what happena to mlnor-
ity personnel after they are
hired. The panel is composed
of a superintendent, a career
placement counselor at a uni-
versity, and a personnel ad-
ministrator in a public school
sys tem.



Assessing the Need for A Racially Balanced Staff

Dr, Charles D. Moody

Today I want to share with you a few of my notions about

the whole area of staff racial balance. The term racial

balance has been in the news and in the literature for a few

years now; to me these terms are code words or synonymous for

desegregation. Desegregation is normally thought of only

the body mixing of 'students. In fact the concept of equal-

education opportunity is very seldom expanded to the level

of staff-recruitment, hiring, transfer, promotion, and retention.

Racial-.balance is for the most part .thought..of. as main-

taining a white majority and control, based on some percen-

tage figure relative to the racial composition of the student

Population of the school or-school system, if the system has

a majority white population; however, this definition or con-

cept seems to lose its Validity when the reverse composition

of the student population is the case.

I would advance the -concept that racial balance of a

school staff would-reflect the percentage'of the racial co

position of the student population, if that percentage is at

the same or greater Percpntage of the minority population of

the country. as a whole, and where this is not the-case then-

Dr. Charles.D. Moody is Director of the Program for Educational
Opportunity, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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in my schema, racial balance would be the same percentage

staff composition that refledts the percentage of the minority

population

school sys

population

actions to

of the country. This concept would not allow

ms with relatively small or no minority student

to feel guiltless in their lack of

employ minority, personnel at every

affirmative

level in any

appreciable numbers._

Now that I have presented my concept of racial balance

in staffing, I want to proceed to the other areas to be cov-

ered in my talk with you this morning.

During most of this country's history, public policy

has been characterized by separate schools fty
. Blacks and

whites. In 1896 the Plessy vs. Ferguson decision of the

Supreme Court established the doctrine of "separate but

equal". HoWever, in the Supreme Court decision of 1954,

Brown vs. Board of Education at Topeka struck down the Plessy

vs. Ferguson doctrine of "separate but equal". The justices

ruled that "in the field of public education the doctrine

of separate but equal has no place. Separate educational

facilities are inherently unequaL

Not only were the facilities unequal but the grave dis-

crepancies between the pay for Blacks and whites were more

than unequal to say the least. Blacks with better qualifi-

cations,.more years of experience, and-in- position'of respon7

sibility could- not_ hope to make as much -'as white teachers.
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In both the North and South, but more so in the North

than in the South, Blacks could not realistically aspire to

positions beyond the classroom teacher level, in fact many

northern superintendents and personnel directors were look-

ing for Blacks with Ph.D. 's as classroom teachers. The one

big cry has beeniwe can't find any "qualified".

Leo Beeke, a Vice-President with Ford Motor Company,

stated in an issue of Newsweek in 1968, "Hiring the most

qualified is a good philosophy -- the right philosophy --

so long as you give everybody the opportunity to--be qualified.

H.J. Smith relates how he approached his college advisor

about the possibility of becoming a superintendent in the fu-

ture. The professor's pessimistic reply:was:

"Frankly speaking you Might as
about being appointed a. school superintendent.
As-far as-I know outside of eleven southern
states, there.. is one Negro Superintendent
of schools in the United States. He is in
Lincoln Heights, in an Ohio Community of
about 8,000 persons of whom 98 percent are
Negro. You can consider yourself lucky if
yoO get-a principaliSh in a large city. Yes
I Would say your best opportunities are in
the large cities, if they are any place.
-am sure you do understand there is no

doubt in my mind--aboUtyoU being highly
qualified and capable, Your leadership
ability has been commended internationally,
you are academically well prepared And you
are a successful teacher, but you are a Negro.

2

Bernard Watson, a Black who was-formerly deputy superin-

tendent for -planning- in Philadelphia, states, "We haVe been

systematically kept out of top positions for.years- -- and we

still are."3



While we are on the subject of qualifications, and

looking at the historical perspective of employment oppor-

tunities for Blacks in .education, I would hasten to point

out that some of the tactics employed to keep Blacks out

have not been so overt and blatant, at a first glance; in

fact, they may seem fair and very good policies insuring

equality of employment opporttnity.

In some states all teachers had to take the National

Teachers Examination, but the way the test scores were 'used.

as criteria for promotion and placeMent on tenure status was

a different matter. In many cases Blacks were'required to

make higher test' scores than whites.

Many of the larger school systems had their own testing

process which in many instances consisted of both a written

and oral examination for all personnel. If Blacks passed the

written, they were eliminated on the oral. The Courts have

struck down these kinds of discriminatory practices where

they existed. However, if we would look at the statistics

of some of the 20,000+ school systems in America, the employ-

ment opportunities for minorities is very limited whether

or not the process of desegregation is taking place.

One would rarely, if ever, hear an openly bigoted

expression at schools like Harvard, Yale, the University of

Chicago, the University of California. At the same time,

however, subtly discriminatory remarks and actions do ex-

ist, and the University faculties and students have usually
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been white, while. the custodians have been Black .4

The history of employment opportunities for minorities

at the colleges and universities is more depressing than the

elementary and secondary school level. All have in recent

years tended to hire minorities on "soft" money -- Federally

funded or special projects of limited duration.

The non-professional staff employment opportunities

for minorities aren't any rosier, especially for the secre-

tarial and clerical staffs. In our work here at the insti-

tute, we have been involved with more than 20 school districts

and roughly some 70+ schools. The first thing that strikes

our eyes is the whiteness of the front office staff. This

has been true regardless of the racial composition of the

school's student population.

I don't intend to'bore you with a- lot of statistics

or to tell you things of which you are already aware.

A-few moments earlier Imentioned that there were glaring

discrepancies between the salaries of BlaCk and white educa-

tors. There have been a number of law suits filed in the

past by Blacks to rectify the situation. These litigations

were carried out in courts insouthern and border states

during the 1920's, 1930's, 1940's and 1950's. Let me cite

some figures from some cases. In 1935-36 in seventeen states,

only about $.50. was paid to "colored"-teachers for every.

.$1.00 paid to-white teachers. 'NOrth Carolina seems to -be-

more-liberal than the average, the ratio. at that time being
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$.67 to Negro per $1.00 to the White, and in 1940-41, $ 79

to the Negro for each $1.00 per white."5

Not only were employment opportunities poor, but when

we got jobs we were paid much less for the same job.

This part of my -talk was merely an attempt to give you

a historical overview of employment opportunities for minor-

ities in education, as well as to advance my concept of a

racially balanced staff.

There are five other areas that 1 wish to touch on

briefly.

Models for the deVelopment of positive
self-concepts in students.

Destruction of myths and stereotypes.

Models for whites in subordinate roles.

4. EconomiOs.

5. School Boards and consultants.

The Courts have enunciated a number of reasons for or-

dering staff desegregation. First, let us look at the legal

theory that has been set out in Some basic litigation over

the past few years. The Courts have said all students are

entitled to an-education free from any form of racial discri

mination-- 'including segregation of faculty. The segrega-

tion of staff- denies the students' rights.to -an equal-educa

tional opportunity...

RothJudge Roth in his decision handed down Wednesday, June-

14, 1972, gave a specially created panel the power to reassign
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teachers "to prevent the creation or continuation of the

identification of schools by reference to past racial com-

position".

Roth said there should be no less than 10 percent Black

faculty and staff at each school "in the metropolitan dis-

trict". He also said whenever there is more than one admin-

istrator "every effort should be made to assign a biracial

administrative team".

We, as Blacks, must not continue to let the courts or

white school administrators operate from a-deficient or

=pathological model in balancing staff.. The literature both

legal and educational is filled with statements trying to

rationalize and/or justify elimination-of Black Educators.

The NEA Task Force on Teacher Displacement7 found that

white schools are viewed as not having.places for Negro

-teachers. As a result, when Negro pupils in-any number

transfer out of Negro schools,- Negro teachers become surplus

and lose their jobs. It-matters not whether they are as qual

fied as other teachers in the school system who are retained.

Nor does it matter whether-they have more seniority They

were -not employed-as teachers. for the school, system as the

law would- maintain --- but as teachers for Negro schools, which

is the result of that notion that Black teachers are "deficient",

which scares people, -now that they might be teaching White,

students.

To quote from the New York University Law _eview 'vol. 42,
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1967, this assumption is taken as fact. The following state-

ment attests to that!

"Due to several conceded inadequacies of the
Negro teacher who 'has taught and been taught
in all Negro schools, one of the direct results
of wholesale consolidation of faculties would
be to produce an overall inferior institution.
It is difficult to read Brown as requiring such
a sacrifice of educational quality for the sake
of principle. Neither the constitution nor the
remedy for past constitutional violations re-
quires both Negro and White students to suffer
the deficiencies formerly prevalent in the
Negro school."

This notion is so widely accepted that programs to

.retrain and upgrade displaced Black educators have started

with millions of dollars in Federal and foundation funds.

However, later court decisions have shown by their rulings

that a'person qualified to teach. Black -students is just as

qualified to teach white students.

There are those who will argue that there is ample

authority to show that Black pupils are injured by the

assigning of teachers to schools on the basis. of the teachers'

or students' race. /f one is to rely on the White sociolo

gist, psychologist, and educator, there is existing an

abundant amount of information that would show that egre-

gated faculties are harmful-to the educational and psycho-

logical development of Black students. This hypothesis is

advanced on the premise.that the Black teacher is from the

lower-class and he or she alsoil the product-of-an inferior.

educational institution. .Many large northern school systems
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have used graduation from a southern Black college as

grounds for denying Blacks employment as educators in the

system.

In much of the literature, efforts to show a need for

Black educators in a desegregated setting attempt to show

that only Black students gain from the model image of the

Black educator.

The Iowa Law Review8 refers to some work of Clark and

Kaplan in which it is stated:

"Student desegregation is only a partial
solution to the problem of the Negro.

child. His new educational surroundings
cannot really be called "desegregated"
when the school. rigidly retains an all
white faculty and staff. When Negro children

observe whites in positions-Of power in a

school while Negroes hold only menial-posi-
tions, the teaching and-learning of democratic
ideals may be hindereeL This occurs because

the assignment of teachers -and administrators

on the basis of race is a concrete-example

of undemocratic action. Further, it is at

least arguable that the achievement of Negro

children maY be adversely affected if all of

-a school's teachers are white. Negro children

identify more easily with Negro-teachers than

white teachers. Seeing Negro teachers being

treated equally with whites in the schools

they attend. assists Negro children in-be-
lieving that they,too. can-achieve equality

with whites.."-

Very few references in the educational literature,

speak to the injury to white students in all.White setting_

where their sense of superiority and the myths and stereo-

types of Blacks are reinforced and perpetuated.

However, Abraham F. Citron
9 makeS some good and valid

points'-that indicate the cultural deprivation and the
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psychological damage done to white children growing up in an

all white milieu. Let me state just a few of his remarks.

"The white child in a white milieu, with no
essential break in patterns or attitudes
in home,- builds into his personality
a feeliTagof the rightness of whiteness.
All major sources of his impressions rein-
force each other and lead him to feel that
Whiteness, the way he is, is natural and
standard.

The signs, language, rewards and punish-
ments, behaviors of referent adults and peer
group norms and behavior; all tell the white
child that the people who matter are his
color. Children note that white persons
almost always hold the positions of respect
and authority in the society."

The white child as he grows up orients himself in a

white- centric world. He thinks of himself as the standard

against which all others must be measured. The notion of

superiority simply because.of- his color is developed.

The ghettorized and deprived white child needs to see

and interact with Blacks who have varying social roles,

economic status, and leadership positions to eliminate the

myths and stereotypes held. This is necessary for his own

healthy development, emotionally and psychologically. -Child-

ren reared in the folkways of the rightness of whiteness are

condemned to move in the cherry orchard of a dying era,

playing roles fast passing from the stage of histraY. 10

Irvin Glicki- conducted -a study. in.which he attempted to

ascertain- the credibility of the demand. that Black children

need net only grassroots involvement and control of their

schools, bait moreover that Black-children must have-Black--



teachers. This demand seems to reflect the view held by

people in various Black communities that white authority,

white-made decisions and white-designed programs are no

longer appropriate for Black people-. That in a special way,

whiteness itself makes a difference -- a difference that

acts, at this time, as an obstacle to the fuller realization

of Black identity, prestige, and power! Furthermore, the

demand for Black teachers for Black children seems to be

convergent with the view that if Black people are to parti-

cipate in every facet-of society with pride and dignity, the

obstacle of whiteness itself must be overcome.

The concept of.Black control, Black Power and Black

identity is very frightening to white educators, because

it carries with it parity, equal power, positions, decision-

making authority and financial resource-control which is

difficult for this society to comprehend. I have stated many

times that integration, separatism, and the above mentioned

concepts are not only compatible with but necessary for true

integration, however, I have not mentioned the steps that

have to be taken.

Samuel L. Woodard, Associate professor of Educational

Administration and the Director of a Title IV Institute at

Illinois State University, makes.a very. good analogy between

Black Power and achievement motivation.
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Black Power

1. Self definition and determination of unique values:
reject racism and other values retarding achievement.

2. Unite: lead own organizations, decide upon goals and
what roles necessary to attain them.

Recognize cultural heritage: develop black conscious-ness, pride.

Build sense of community: call each other brother a-
sister; "soul" binds all regardless of differing
education or status -- "getting ourselves together."

Achievement Motivation

1 Cognitive supports: self- image; what is important
and valuable in life?

2. Goal setting: life goal inventory, strategy for
removal of obstacles to. attainment; risk taking and
responsibility for actions.

Language of achievement: social-psychological climate
for achievement mystique.

4 Group support: achiever needs emotional as well as
rational support in his attempts at self change;
group leaders convey idea that 7- "whoever you are,
we accept you as worthy of our-respect." 12

This topic really lends itself to a dissertation or

book, and I don't intend to talk very much longer; therefore,

would like to close with these formal remarks:

All students are entitled .to an education
free from any formof racial discrimination
including segregation of faculty, -.The
segregated faculty- denieS. the- student's
right to an equal educational opportunity.
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SOCIO-MCHOLOGICAL IMpLICATIONS IN
RECRUITING AND HIAING MINQAITY PERSONNEL

Ulysses Byas

The objective as stated on the -outline of-this

.program is to-discuss some of the-factors-which affect the

minority persdn'S -attitude toward seeking employment in

an integrated setting-. The constraint -of time makes it

impossible to present a thorough historical backg_und

relative_to_the.causative makeup of-the-minority- person's

attitude toward things-generally.- in-our society ,and of.

seeking employment in integrated settings partiOular One

would have to understand that from-:a-Iphilosophidal vieigpoint-

and from an- ope ational'aspect our total society was one

in which the minority was by 'design and purpose excluded

.from the main-stream of society inclusive-of'employment.

Among -the objectives were -(1) to make the minority

person-feel inferior-_-to_members of the dominantraCial

group, 2) o make the members of the minority know that when

selected he had received preferential treatment 'and there-

fore, owes a. debt of:4rAtitudo_-ta-his "quasi pre-

ferential benefactors!' 3)- selection factors ere-based

on standards and traits of the majority race only-, this

mecessitated-, in-many instances, the -- minority person to

reject many of-his own traits and to. imitate, as nearly as

possible those of tie- majority. During the school year

1965 superintendent of schools under whoM I served as

Ulysses Byas is the Superin-endent,of-Schools,

in Tuskegee,
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a high school principal came to me after visiting a foot-

ball game at our school with. an :observation- in two parts.

-He prefaced his remarks by saying, .:Byas, you know next

year your school will be'p eying white schools -and I have

two observations to make. Number one your cheerleaders

were-not cheering. They were chanting. In the second place,

ybur majorettes were hot-tarching, they were swinging -their

hips. You kno he continued- "its little things like.

this that our people will.-be.watching_to see if this

whole thing will.really-work." From the-phi

base which was inclusive of many more assaults and rapes on

self-concepts-of minority members as it-relates to under-

standing,.values and apPreciation serve!s:as-a.basis-of

the grand design of exclusion. From my understanding of

the nature of the problem, geography made very little

difference - North, East- South or West._ Mediocre jobs or

minor poSitions with little at no adMinistrative Or decision

making clout were-the only -oneS-r.eally-open to minority

persons. The methods and procedures of exclusion varied

with the section of the country but the end results were

essentially the same.

The recruiter of minority persons for positions

must know that potential- input into- important decision-7.

making functions must accompany job .responsibility and-

_
title. Minority individuals, like -others,' must be allOwed

to_ makedecisione;--offer,suggestionA-and perform duties

commensurate -to their -background, education and experience-

without constantly having to seek -.- approval fromHitheir majority
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personnel counterparts-who may share theoretically, equal

job status or less. Unless this is done, I can assure you

that the minority person is uniquely qualified through con-

ditioned reflex to see through the hypocritical veneer of

false peddlers of racial inclusion in.hiring..

This design is felt --through many media and expressed

-in.countless pages-of literafIlre dealing with - the Matter;

-I Selected. two Such expressions which-I think suffice in

making the point. One poem,by -Caunt ee Cullen entitled,

°Ineid-nt"

Once riding in old Baltimore,
Heart-filled, head-filled with glee
I saw d Baltimorian
Keep looking straight at me.
Now I was eight and very small
And he was no whit bigger, and
So I smiled, but he poked out
His tongue and called me nigger.
I saw the whole of Baltimore
From May until December.
Of all the things that happened there
That's all that I remember.

Many people associate minority people with being poor

and with other labels which the supporters of the philosophy

of exclusion have expounded. These labels are damaging to

self-concepts particular of understanding values and appre-

ciation and, of course, play a major role in shaping attitudes

of many minority people. A cartoon in the New York Post,

some years ago!, reflect a point of view in this area

I use to think I was poor
Then they told me I wasn't poor, I was needy
Then they told me it was self-defeating to think

of myself as needy-
I was deprived was a bad image, I was under-

priviledge
Then they told me undepriviledged was overused,
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1. was disadvantaged.,
still don't have -a .dime

Bu-t.1- have a'great.vocabulary.

The operation of the .system of exclusionwhich'has-
)

been practiced in this country, universally, Until the last

few years, have had marked negative effect on the outlook

of many minority persons. My understanding some of,the

reasons tor thedevelopment of this negative outlook comes

from several observatiOns and personal experiences Example

of some of these are (1) the "only one" syndrome "John,

you are allright, but those others"'. The recruiter of

minority persons must understand that the minority persons

resent tokenism employment. The

satisfying, and provide means of

work must be meanful, self-

creative outlet for the

employer. The nature of the job' notwithstanding. (2)

The super nigger syndrome. The recruiter of minority persons

must understand that blacks and other minority persons are

not superior to other persona. Where'intelligence means (a)

ability to adapt to the environment or (b) deal.with symbols

or abstractions or ability to learn, the range and

proportion among Minorities are probably the same as in any

other racial group.- The recruiter must understand this and

if his practice is one of inclusion, he will consider him-

self extremely fortunate if he Inds the super nigger".

The effects have varied from total submission to open

rebellion and refusal by many minority persons to submit to

the degradation of human character merely to gain employment.

The concomitant damage in the areas of economic and education



have-been equally as detri-ental to many minority pe_sons.

This .IS especially true,in'the area of understanding as it

relates to- certain factors as selfconcept, the influence of

self concepts on attitudes, feelingS, beliefs, commitments,

understandings of fa ily, friends and community. The-dynamism

of-this-relationship,' as it relates to the larger society as

well t other areas,, has been in the area of values-

appreciation of the quality of character n.persons, the

dignity of self as well as the:dignity of others and the

apprediation of contributionS -Made-by people, self, as well

as others in the building of-this -nation.

The recruiter in:his.qUest to hire minority personnel-

, should-'be aware of the -fadt that thereiare -instances-in

whioh-,some-members of the-minority mu8t.Make some psychologi--

-cal adaptations-.of.conformity, bUt;conversely, he-must also

understand-that,- on-.some occasions' adaptations must be made

of procedures and -methods as- well aS:qualifications. criteria-.

in-keeping-with the:Special and unique-need8 of SOme..mel--berS.

of the'.. minority. especiallyAleedsin'the±psychological-
.

affebtive doMain My:Understanding of Why some- minority per-

sons may appear to be.. slow -in accepting_ employment in some :

places comes- froth-the ObServation ofipast practices in which.

minority persons were employed in low security positions with

uncertainty of tenure. All potential employees must regard

their jobs as secure positions:which do not fluctuate be-

cause of special funding or other idiosyncrasies common to

rpOrationswhich individuals because

Of their minoritY:::itatu aid'Which. deciarp.such individUalS-.
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"surplus"
when. funds are no longer available. -The'recruiter

can place this in the contex of the new philosophy of inclu-

sion. He must understand that if the philosophy of exclusion

has really changed to One--of inclusion,-that-affirmatiVe'-

steps to announce this change must be as honestly..and sin-

cerely pursued as were the methods used-in pursuit of an

exclusionary practice.

The recruiter ust understand that many members of the

minority can feel a climate of acceptance They can readily

identify, smugness, prejudiCe, provincialism, etc. and

are looking for

the same stuff,

in many -- instances, subconsciously, more of

ein nice but bein rejected." This

rejection extends to exclusion from the social status heir_

archy associated with tbe particular work assignment and

performance expectation Work to any person must be sat-

isfying, both in terms of financial reward and feelings of

social significance. Where either or both of these variables

is lacking in the work situation persons will not be able

o function optimally.

The recruiter armed with a thorough knowledge and under-

standing of the probable effects of the philosophy and prac=

tice of exclusion must be aware of possible thought patterns

of some members of the minority and must, therefore, be

maginative in his approach and depict vision in methodology.

Moreover, he should be equipped to give pointed suggestions

through which minority persons so trapped may break through

p ychologi a1 barrierk:serving:as-inhibitors'teijob Place-
.

ment and personal advancement andd-therefore be able to make
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psychological adaptations in seeking -employment in the larger.

integrated setting.. These inhibitors may show themselves

in many forms inclusive among--them may be several- kinds of

ego defenses which would -sap whatever motivational energies

the minority individual- might.have.

I'd like to go brck.t.6 my earlier mention of labels

which have been'universally applied to

which are members of minority.

poor people,

Labels which are

something which is inherently wrong with persons

many..

suggestive

to- label-

ed. Many of these labels, when applied to the aggrieved,

causes the person to become defensive. submit that even

if the statement of his condition is true, when one truly

understands the cause of this condition, if it is to be

labeled at all should be labeled in a manner through

which the aggrieved, at least psychologically, would take

an offensive posture.

"educationally deprived," 1 submit,

not descriptive in terms of what actually happened to

the person. Such label should be changed to "educationally

cheated," for in many of these instances the deprivation

was caused by a design of someone who follows the policy of

exclusion. When the aggrieved hears the substituted.term,

educationally cheated, he's so knocked off his

temporarily because someone has to advise him that he has

been cheated. This term "cheated;" however should cause

him to go on the mental offensive and .ask, "Who is it?" "What

did he take?"

tubmit-should be
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E2Eiala_slEEIRia21 because the person, by design, was denied

full movement and attendance at institutions of all kinds

throughout the society and whatever inability to adjust in

larger social settings was, by design, the result of asinine

exclusionary practices. He should know that it was not by

accident; and therefore, he-should go on the mental offensive.

In the new philosophy which is exemplified in the re-

cruitment and hiring of minority personnel for integrated

settings, the recruiter must take affirmative steps to help

members of the minority so injured to know that he is

seeking a person with a high regard. for himself. He is seek-

ing a person who-believes in his ability to do the job in

keeping with his training. He must know that even though there

are otward physical-differences that this-,is_ not in itself

unique,. for all.people,have:observable differences and-
these difference6 in Han of themselves, may not serve as

--inhibitors-for'performing- efficiently and -berewarded for

h,s.efforts`in the -larger environment.- It may be 'necessary,

for him, the minority member, to make some psychological

adaptations but when these adjustments are made, he too, can

achieve and make his contribution in employment in integrated

settings.

I close with few lines - the authorship of which is

unknown to me. It is an appropriate closing suggestive'

to members of minority who are seeking advancement ,7

Sitting still and wishing
Makes no person great.
The good Lord sends the fishing
But you must dig the bait.



ONCE HIRED THEN WHAT?

Problems Encountered by New Minority Teachers .

Kathryn A. Flynn*

In considering.-the problems. encountered-by. teachers

.after they'_have signed their contracts. to:teach for.the-first

time, I find.lt.very difficult-to separate the events- -that.

begin at that-time from all that has gone before. In my

daily work-I co e:into contact with--teachers.:.every-day.and

much of my time .is spent-in helping students make-the trans

sition from classroom.'. While problems are as

. numerous and varied. As the .number oflpeople that.graduate

and take teaching jobs each year, since each Person is an

A.ndividual:and" the sum total of all of his- experiences, there

are a few problems.that are- common to almost all beginning

-teachers. 1-hope:that:in considerin- the types of adjustments

that teachers -must make -I:do. not try -to -- generalize too much

which I consider dangerous and dead ng

In-exploring the factors that. underly successful

-adjustment to a- new position- a new environment, new friends

and associates, andtost.of all, aAlew...rolein- life, 1 find

it necessary to begin-with the preparation-:for this career,

No-one suddenly decideStO-..be a teachet:--and then ia immediately

hired.- -iMany -yea- of-.thought, decision making, and schooling

must go into the making of-a teacher. Many times the first-

Mrs. Kathryn Flynn is Senior Car er Coordinator/
Career Planning and Placement Office, University of Michigan
Ann Arbor Michigan
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idea gbesbaCk_t_ early childhoOd and an admiration for a

classroom teacher

Dr. Jack Smith state in an article written about the-

role_ of the teacher in.the classroom as a model for a fu-

ture career thatiolack-children do not like the. way that

they have traditionally been viewed..-and handled by teachers-

and the-school system. "In-the classroom this means that the

teacher will likely not be a role model to the .ghetto students

as he may be to the middle clasS students-. Also, the student

and the teacher may have very differert ideas about the ideal

model" Closely related to the role mddelof early child-

hood i the 'influence of high school counselor. This

person-usually influences a choice of colleges. It is im-

possible here to go into the amount of influence that a par-

ticular type of college exerts on a student. He must eval-

uate and accept or reject attitudes projected by instructors

and peers. No one will deny that today a teacher must be

well prepared in teaching skills as well as subject matter.

However, in the Placement Office the idea that a black tea-

cher has to be more" qualified than any other is no longer

found. Schools are willing to accept minority teachers with

the same degrees and preparation,that any other teacher has.

This was not always so.

The final decision as to what kind of a teacher the stu-

dent is going to be is sometimes affected by the teaching

"market". Some students are now using the Career Counseling

The Ghetto 'College Student. Gordon D. Morgan. The
-American College Testing Program. Iowa City, Iowa. 1970.
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service to assesethe value-of one major br another if there

is a:chbice. We find that some. teaching fields are very

overcrowded. -while others are in need of well-qualified tea

dhers. . It is sometimes possible to assist. a student-in

finding the best .fieldto choose.-

At a large unive sity the student is offered a great

variety of:chdides in the -coursesh ..can. take end -their--appli7

cation. Many students about the type of. sChool.in
.

which they wish ,to- teach early in their preparation to be

a teacher.- Much has been written about thei need for tea-

chers-in particular situations that .require special pre-

partitionlike teaching in the 'inner city _in special..

schools, inbospitals, etc. if a student- wants:to teach in

a Specific- type of situation he should get as much infOrma-'

tion.aboutthe situations that he will encounter as.he-p-os-

-sibly can Opportunities are:aometimes provided. for obser--

vat on, student teaching, volunteer work-, or personal re-

search-. In this process the student-is -able.to evaluate

the situation. that he will be facing on his first -gob and

be prepared for the problems.he will:. encounter.

If :student:wants-to teach children of his-own race

his training should be slanted toward that goal. Relating

to children whoare growing up-in -a situation and environ-

ment similar.to his early .schooling willprobably be easier

than teaching an unfamiliar- group. However,- attitudes have

changed greatly over the .past few_years. Acdording..to. Dr.

Smith "3lack students are -insulted by !experts ignorant

f their problems."
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In a pamphlet entitled "To Teach or Not to Teach...

That is the Question," published by the National Center for

Information on Careers in Education in Washington, D.C.,

it is stated that "The ghetto is gold. economic frontier.

The black community has many problems, in addition to mane

resources. many government and private programs directed

at these problems often fail to get at Black problem'

of the lack of understanding of the people involved, lack of

empathy for Black people or lack of adequate education of

the people being helped. Education is the key that opens

the minds of people to a greater understanding of their plight

and the solutions available and possible. Many residents of

the Black community could use that key. As an educator who

happens to be Black, you stand an excellent chance of having

a strong feeling for, and relating to the students and parents

of the Black community. In this respect you have the oppor-

tunity of becoming more than a teacher. You can become a

part of the development of one of America's most challenging

communities -- the Black community."

Since black students attend schools inside and outside

of the Black community some students elect to teach in inte-

grated schools. Teaching in an integrated school, being

the first minority teacher in an all white school, or teach-

ing in a school where children are bussed to create a racial

balance, seems to require a much more searching look at the

position and at the school. Tokenism occurs in schools as

well as in business. If a person wants to be "pioneer
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because a teacher is new or' belongs to a minority group.

Students bring all of their educational preparation

and personal feelings with them when they come to the_Pl ce-

ment Office to obtain a!i:.cAstance in obtaining a teaching

position. Or a position in some other profession, I tend

to equate everything with teaching since my. work is exclu-

sively with teachers. However am aware that there are

other professions and other positions available.

One of our :problems'in dealing-withminority students

is that we do net see enough of -them. Some seem to feel

that we are too "establishment" oriented and cannot help

them; In an effort to.overcome this and change our image

we hired a Black girl whose job is to assist minority stu-

dents. She can do many things' that others cannot do, such

as meeting-with groups at-Trotter House in an informal

setting. In' this way she Can 'let students know.that -there

are many opportunities right now Blacks to teach-7_

ing or tusiness careers.-- All requests for minority students

are-giVen to her toPiablipize in addition .to the use of reg

ular channels of publicity. She is able to supply organiza-_.--

-tions,that are recruiting. _list of:the..illinarity stUdents.

on cempusand-their.major-fields of/intargst.

She also meeta-with:students .expedially."undergrad-
. f/

uates,

the plaCement-:ierVides..:-She iS One of the most

charming and outgoing people that I have ever Met 'No-one.

Dorms and explains our Career Counseling service
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We are now in the process of trying to remodel our

office so that students will feel more free to come in and-

use our library. and talk to the staff. Formerly we have

tried to have students make appointments so that they would

not waste time coming over to see someone who was away from

the office or busy at that time. This seems to be too struc-

tured for some students who do not want to make formal appoint-

ments to see a coordinator. When we are able to move our

clerical Staff out of one large room we will have the offices

of the staff accessible to anyone who comes into the office.

There still will be

these will be taken

some who wish -to.make appointments and

care of. However,- a person seeing a

staff member not busy at the moment can start asking quest-

ions and be directed to the counselor or person who can be

of the most help to him. We hope that this more informal

format will encourage the more timid, the undecided, and the

"Just curious" to come to our office. Our services are

given on an entirely voluntary basis on the part of the stu-

dent and there is no coercion used to persuade him come

to u_

When a .student comes to our .Okkice- we can theristart

helping him to.plan for a definite position. In solving

ther.problems.that..-he iT-4111.11ae :after. heishired-he-can..

begin with his chOice.of a echbol, in .which to teach. Many

times:his first-contact with school as .anapplicantHfor

position is with a recruiter.
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We arrange for recruiters to cote to our office to talk

to prospective teachers each year. This year we'had less

than ever before due to financial reasons. However, we

did add a few who had never recruited on our campus. Inter-

estingly enough, fonthe first time this year we have had

recruiters from Australia. Two states sent represertatives

to interview prospective teachers and explain their programs.

Only three recruiters came from California. Two of these

wanted to talk to minority students only. They restricted

their interviews t Blacks, students 'trained to teach in the

inner city, and Spanish-Americans who were bi-lingual. They

were very selective in their requirements and did not do any

general recruiting. They had enough ocal applicants for

all positions.

These recruiters usually send literature ahead, of their

scheduled date. This contains information about the school

and the community. However, it is dependent on the size and

affluence ot the school just how much printed material is

available. Some just send a salary schedule and a fact

sheet. However, the interview gives the student a oriance

to find out about the school and ask .questions. There is an

opportunity to discuss the policy and racial make-up of the

school. In almost all of the edheole.the.type. of assistance

iven to new teaeh6ra is a part of their:_reeruiting plan.-..

tine of the first problems. that a new teacher must' face

has to do with housing. Thin seems to be recognizedby:all
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teachers and most administrators. Sometimes information

about housing is made available before the interview. How-

ever, as- you can 'imagine, information about houses and ap

ments is more plentiful from large cities than it is from

small towns where the greatest problems arise. Many times

there is a shortage of apartments in the vicinity of the

school or even a complete lack 'of any -t all. If some type

of housing is available it is difficult to judge at a dis-

tance or on One inspection of a neighborhood whether this

is the place a teacher wants to live. Sometimes commuting

from a nearby city is required and adds to the expense and

inconvenience of teaching in the community. A sympathetic

teacher or administrator can be a great help in locating

a place that is suitable .but this is usually dependent

on the person involved. Unless one has moved to a new com-

munity (not gone away to chool) it is difficult to evaluate

the importance of a place to live in solving the problems

f the first teaching position.

If a student is married or the teacher has a family

the problem is compounded. Many positions are refused be-

cause of this problem. Where there is segregated housing

or substandard housing is the only type offered to minority

teachers, this problem the first that has to be resolved.

In all regions housing seems to be worse in the smaller

cities towns and rural areas than in the metropolitan cen-

ters according to the U.S. Bureau of Chartbook on
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Black America. As long as this is the case it i incumbent

on the personnel director and his staff, or whoever is in

charge of teacher recruiting, to make the information avail-

able to prospective teachers as early as posSible. He could

also enlist the help of his staff and other sympathetic

teachers to help solve this problem if he wishes to hire

minority teachers. They cannot do this for themselves.

After the teacher has chosen the type of school he

wishes to teach in and has settled the problem of housing

he must turn to the problems of becoming a part of a par

ticular school system. This process cannot be a complete

/.

surprise to him since he has been involved in observing

classes, doing student teaching, and studying teaching me-
i

thods for a long time.

There are certain things that are done -for all new

teachers. Although there is.an overall policy about the help

that is given -to-new teachers, many of the actual services.

are granted on an individual basis.. In these cases the

effectiveness largely depends on the people who participate

in them.

In order to finis out lust what-additional-was-done for

a minority teacher I did a small survey of the personnel

offices in the Detroit-Ann Arbor area. This was necessarily

dependent on time and a restricted budget. In all cases

the director indicated hat anything that was done to assist



a minority teacher was on an individual basis according

to the person's needs. None anticipated more problems

with minority teachers than with some new teachers in ad-

justing to the school.

When a minority teacher is hired many times the planning

is done before the teacher is selected. During the screening

process the teacher is sent to a school where the personnel

director feels that he will be most effective both academi-

cally and perSonally. -There seems to be a trend to select

a teacher on his training and then by an "in depth" screen-

ing through a personal intery with a number of people.

Candidates are interviewed by the superintendent or his

assistant, by one or more principals, sometintes by one or

more teachers, and, in some.cases, by the students. Hope-

fully in this way the new teacher will become aware of the

attitudes and male -'up of the school as well as their becom-

ing acquainted wilyhim;

Lltely-I have heard of some schools having committees

who make .a study of the.00mmunity, the school and the class-,

rooms to determine -the -need for -racial.balance on the staff

either because of pressure or a desire to integrate the

staff. H Occasionally, a committee is- involved ih the selec-

tion and interviewing of the prospective teacher.

After the teacher:Signs- his contract other-a sistance

is often availableito-him, Information conCerning-workshops,.

in service training- programs, orientation meetings, etc. are
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included in the school- literati-e Those who have organ-

ized programs publicize them. Again the success of these

programs depends on the attitude and helpfulness of the in-

dividual participating in them,

School administrators feel that their efforts to assist

new teachers is now restricted by the fact that they cannot,

make "rules" about dress or.personal behavior. However,

realizing that some types of behavior have proved detrimental

to a new teacher's effectiveness in the school and community

some Df the personnel directors do try to make suggestions

about the effect of extreme styles-in dress or actions- if

these would prevent a teacher-from being accepted in a way

that would enable him to present his. ideas and communicate

with his students, parents; and fellow teachers. If the ad-

minist ator's concern is genuine and his suggestion8 appro-

. priate it may help the teacher during the first period of

adjustment- .However each teacher is free to accept or reject

any ideas that he feels. will not assist him in.his. role as

a teacher. Hopefully, he_will encourage the new-teacher to

develop-his own-uniqueness-and style as he i6 establishing

himself as a teacher and becoming a part of the professional:

staff.

A -tenure.coach or a veteran teache _outinely.-assigned

to anew teacher to ..assist -with poble andl-prOvide'infor7.

station about- the Again the:success of this arrange=

ment depends on the personality and helpfulnets

dividual involved.

of the in-



.Although not really a problem, but certainly a concern

a new teacher is the type of cultural and recreational

facilities available near the school or in the community.:

The teacher needs to.be able to pursue his hobbies, attfnd

classes, keep up with educational developments, and engage

in interesting projects that stimulate him. He also needs

peers with whom he can make friends. Since this varies

with each individual and sor.etimes changes for a person as

he matures and broadens his horizons, this cannot be solved

with one answer.

One other point that 1 would like to make is to call

to the attention of those in a position to hire teachers

or- school. administrators -the need-for a complete and clear,

Written job description.. When it is decided to hire a min-

ority teacher the administrator who has the authority-to

. employ this .person-must be very sure that he understands

just what is expected from. the 'teacher, The teacher must

also be-very sure that he understands why he is being hired-

and what role he is expected to play.. S o that this is un-

derstood by everyone involved it should be written.doWn. and

reviewed by...those involved, possibly interpreted:would.be

a better word.- A verbal job description often carries' -with

it a built --in failure There is too muchohande for mis-

understanding and a change of emphasis or conditions .of

employment and a lack of opportunity for reviewing -the

original guidelines.

,Con idering the great amount of attention that has



been given to planning careers for minorities and recruiting

them as teachers there seems to be.a need for more study and

implementation of plans to assist the new minority teachers

and administrators to become an effective part of the school

system where they are employed. Personnel directors. and school

administrators are aware of all types of problems that exist

and can better prepare to prevent or solve them than the

new teacher. Students from this-university have more oppor-

tunity to study "first hand" the adjustments .necessary in

a large city or small city school. Recruiters seem to. assume

that their preparation is more than adequate. This is a great

advantage to minority graduates Since their preparation. is

not questioned-. and the -same requiremantsas to'degree apply

to-them. Possibly as more Black educators assume the-role

of decision making school administrators their sympathetic

handling of the problems of Black teachers will be solved..
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PLACEMENT, TRANSFERS, PROMOTIONS, AND EQUAL RETENTION

Fred C. Leonard

There are three basic omponents in the personnel procedure with respect

to minority applicants:

1. Recruitment

2. Placement

3. Promotion and retention

Personnel directors must be aware of the basic reservations and-mistrust

most minority applicants have with respect to moving or changing. Since the

Supreme Court decision, school districts and industry have literally raided

the southern-colleges and universities to bring up their ratio of black staff.

This was a beginning for many minority professionals. However, studieS in-

dicate that once hired, most remained at that leVel.. .There was no upward

mobility. There were few hired into decision making positions in school

buildings. However,.there were numerous newly created positions with very

humanistic sounding titles.

One question from a recent survey of four California school. districts

indicates.. "A careful analysis of-position titles, with the implied re-

sponsibilities-, indicates th?.t too often the minority person 'does not haYe

the kind of position that has decision making authority. There seems to' be-.

a high_ percentage of assistantoOrenators,
special this or- that. Line

positionsthat would be considered staff level in the central office are few

in- number. _Many of the created positions seem_to.centmAround.theMbre

social .behayioral direct- contact type with. students. Soft money (money

from 'speCial--grant5- projects seem .to beftheS6rce..offinanaing for many

he'positient herd by Onority--people.

AistectbelowAre.ti+lime Af mirti A -L-
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survey. Titles for the white persons surveyed were not listed as they

correspond to the minority positions. Expectations were noted in such posi-

tions as Intergroup Relations AdVis6r. Asterisk will appear behind those

titles which have no white counter-parts in the survey.

Counselor - 10

Principal 8.

Vice Principal - 6

School Social Worker

Bi-Lingual Coordinator*

Intergroup Relations Advisor 2*

Curriculum Associate for Black Studies*

Director of Elementary Education

Director Human Relations*

Coordinator Human Relations*

Consultant Human Relations*

Assistant Director Certificated Personnel

-Director Classified Personnel

Coordinator ESEA Projects*

Coodinator- Fellow' Through*

Assistant- Supervisor Attendance Services

interim todrdinator for Project Cooperation*

Grade-Level Coordinator -- 2---

SOpervisOr BUSOperation

SuperVisorBudget.Audit

Special Assistant to the Principal. twitural-Education

Director Personnel

Special AsSistant to the Superintendent for MulticulturMulticultural .Education*"

5*
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This survey was conducted in 1970, some eighteen years after the Supreme

Court decision.-

The initial placement of a minority staff member is essential. Care

should be taken to fully detail duties and responsibilities. Housing,

churches and social contacts should be made available. A smooth transition

into the new environment should be insured. Promotional procedures should

be fully explained. The Personnel Director should discuss future plans with

the applicant, indicating upgrading procedures both in teaching and adminis-

tration. Upgrading of existing-staff is a must.. A blend of old and new will

facilitate the exchange of ideas and promote. growth.

Personnel Directors as representatives of the district should establish

basic guidelines that will-enable them to recruit, place, and promote

systematically..

Some basic suggestions might include, but not be limited to

"Guidelines:

1. Programs for advancement should be part of district programs.

Programs have existed for whites, but not commonly provided

for minorities--New employees,'especially minorities should

be quized about future plans.

2. More opportunities.-must be_opened:for-minority persons to

otcupy- the:decision making -positions-which_aretraditionalto--

the:'system-.. Th6-traditional administrative jobs carry-raal

responsibility-and offer security, whereas the newly created

position.s-Are0ten-short-live&when.- the special:funds run -out.

-School. -districts'.should :make more use of the -Minority .admit-.
1,--

trators in-kyariettof.capacities,'.and recognize
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must betaken. however, not-to confine the

to.dealing only with mip3rityareas._ Tech

persons can often be adapted-to the needs

population.

When-hiring minoritypeopl . personnel dep

very careful. where they are placed.

Information concerning openings andadVanc

atically coMmunicated to' 411 perionnel so

not alWaYs given the-opportUnities.

Applicants-should be allowed an interview

in that field-before the-job.i.ifpossible,

Define job responsibilities :spelling out

activities 'which are a-part of-the job res

It.is-advantageous _t the-individual to be

organizations.-

Deliberate and intense efforts shOuld be rn

minority professlphal community when posit

The possibilities

beginning.

education.

$taffArembers -should be expose
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SPECIAL AREAS OF CONCERN FOR

EVALUATING MINORITY PERSONNEL

Joseph Hill

Before-we get-into a discussion about evaluating min-

ority group candidates for staff, I'd like to share with you

some of my concerns and ideas about some other things we

need to consider first.

One of the things we have to keep in mind in any re-

crUitment program concerned with hiring minority group staff

is .the necessity of involving roople in the selection process

who can relate to minority groups. These people must have

a background of racial-ethnic understanding which will en-

able them to convince potential staff that they will become

integtal parts in the zchool system and be given opportuni-

ties to make meaningful contributions. Potential staff must

feel that they will be more than window-dressing. It is

Mr. Hill is Deputy Superintendent for Personnel, School

District #' 65 Everwtoni Illinois.



necessary, even essential, when we start talking about

recruiting minority group staff, that we begin by talking

about recruiters who can relate in a very positive way to

the applicants.

'I had a very good friend wio was in personnel in a

school district and who was a person who wanted very

and tried very 1 rd to be free of any prejudices, He used

to say to me all the time, "Joe, I feel that I can go out

and recruit black teachers as easily as you can." He was

sincere. I said, "Well, look at it like this; I don't have

any doubt about your sincerity, but you have to remember

that it is not as important how you think of yourself,

it is how you are perceived by the person with whom you

are talking. That person's perceptions are not going to

be based on any kind of relationship that he has been able

to build up with you over a number of years or months;

he's going to look at you in terms of his own experience --

hie own experiences with whites, and what they have done

to him and how he has been used or misused by the power

.structure. Thus, the problem is not that you are net fair

and that you don't want to be objective in your evaluation.

It's just that the, way that this person will perceive you

will be based on-a historical perspective; and believe

in most instances, that ain't very good." Thus, a person

may start outith a deficit because-he doesn't have an

effective interaction going with applicants, due to a lack
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of confidence and understanding between them.

Keep in mind, too, that the person evaluating is also

being evaluated by the applicant. While you sit and talk

with the applicant, trying to convince hill to take the job,

or trying to determine what he could bring to a desegrega-

. ted school system; that person is also evaluating you, both

in terms of what your system has to offer him, and in terms

of what that system is doing in the total educational pro-

cess. It isn't just a one way street. There are many fac-

tors one has to consider as this dual evaluation is taking

place.

I remember the gentleman who hired Dr. Moody to teach

in one district. I asked him one year about the number of

black teachers who had been hired-. He said, "Oh, about

five or six." I said, "We hired 130 people -- what do you

mean, five or six?" He said he couldn't find any more.

"What do you mean by saying You couldn't find them?" "I

just couldn't find them. I looked all over." I asked him

where he had gone. "I went to Harvard, I went to Penn.

State, I went to Vassar, I went to Oberlin." I said, "In

Chidago, if you want to see a hockey game, do you go to

Wrigley Field?" He said, "No, they play baseball there."

I Said, "All right, in,the process of recruiting black _-

teachers, you ge where black teachers are,. and there are

none at Oberlin, and there-are none at Vassar." It was

evident that.he had the idea that was permeating the entire
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enterprise, that if you came from an all black school, you

had an inferior education, and you were not able to work

effectively in a desegregated or white situation. So the

man went to white schools to recruit.

'I don't buy that I really don't buy that -- because

it has been proven over and over again in our situation that

the black teachers who are most effective are those who

have come from or have had at least a part of their educa-

tional experience in an all black college or university.

I'll tell you why. It's that experience we talk about

as being a part of, or being in the mainstream of the total

process. Well, that's what the black student experiences

in an all black school. He is a part of the total process.

So youngsters who have come through this, and understand

and know what it means to be a part of the total process,

are better able to work to see that all of their students

become a part of the total process.

When we sit down to interview a black applicant one

of the things the applicant is asking himself is, how many

blacks are in the decision-making positions? Now, he

might not ask you, but this is the question that goes through

his mind, and if you are a black recruiter, he's going

put you through a little test. I went to Atlanta Univer-

sity loaded with all kinds of propaganda -- I really had

bags of it. I got off the plane, rented a car, and wheeled

up, to Atlanta Universi' ind went into the Placement Office.
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I sat down, and the kids were all lined up to talk to me,

coming from Evanston, Illinois, to hire teachers. We sat

and we talked and talked and I wrote down names and

corded interviews. When I got back to my hotel room I

wrote summaries and all this, but I didn't issue any con-

tracts.- You know why? I didn't have any authority. As

far as those kids were concerned,.I was dead. The system

that I was representing had not given me the authority

to act. All I could do was sit down and talk and run

back home home and say, now, he looks like a good person;

do you think we can hire him?

We must give black staff the authority to go into

the field, to interview, and to issue. contracts. This

says an awful lot to that person in terms of the possibi-

lities for his upward mobility and it says a lot about

what can be expected in the school system in terms of the

involvement of blacks in the school district. It also

says that there are blacks in decision-making positions

and if there are not, we're not going to be able to make

desegregation work. We must have blacks in decision-making

positicni all along the hierarchy.

As I mentioned before, black applicants and other

minority group applicants do-not wish to be window dres-

sing. We say to applicants who are coming into our district

that if they go-over to the school and we never hear. any-

thing aboat -them, we get worried. We say this because I
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think a black staff member in a desegregated environment

has a definite role to play: I call it "pulling coattails".

By that, I mean that if you see someone doing something

that you feel is damaging to the self-concept, or to the

feelings, or to the learning process of a black child

or of any child you have an obligation to say to that

teacher, "Hey, look, that's not what it's all about." Make

some positivesuggestionS as to how that person might cor-

rect something that he's doing that is detrimental to the

welfare of youngsters. And if a minority group teacher

does not do-this kind of thing, then I don't think he's

fulfilling the role he has to play in a desegregated en.-

vironment. That's why I feel so strongly that ohe or two

ority group teachers in a school car be destructive.

However, I think that there are some experiences that

may help black teachers fare better in the hostile envir-

onment which may-result when a minority-group teacher.goes-

intb a formally segregated situation. He-faces a very hos-

tile -- or at least a doubting--- kind of clientele from

parents all the way through, and is, thereforet under-ter-

rific pressure. But if you take into consideration-- that

this teacher was probably a youngster who was able to sur-

vive the ghetto of our urban community and -somehow mako

it through high school and college, that person has thrived

on pressure. He has survived pressure from the word go,

so he is better equipped in terms of being well aware -of
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his own sense of alue and in his own ability to do a job.

He is better prepared than youngsters who grew up in an

environment whore they did not have these kinds of things

to deal with.

When you come to think of it a youngster who has

come from the urban ghetto, gone through school and come

out and gone into education, is just like the batter who

gets into the box with two strikes already against him,

with somebody like Vida Blue on the mound, a toothpick foc

a bat, and an umpire with dark glasses. He's got just

about as much chance as that batter has of getting a hit.-

If this person can pull that.off then he actually has

made a real contribution because he has demonstrated sur-

vival. He has demonstrated that he can make it. I look

at that person's background and I think he should be given

extra consideration in terms of employment possibilities,

because of his experience. Sometimes we call it the black

experience, but just the fact that he has come through

that kind of an experience means that he is a strong

irdividual.

When I look at teacher and principal applicants when,

look at_ -her admini-trative applicants, I believe in

giving some extra-points-if the applicant-is a member -of --

a minority group. Now: that might be discrimination, but

.that's exactly what must be done.
. It's saying that,

a person has_come..through -the experiences.-thatAle has had
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to deal with in this society:as a member of a minority group,

he has an understanding that no one will ever get from any

college course. If someone went to school till he was 75,

every day of every week, there are some things that he

would still learn only through a living experience.

Now, some people object to this value. They say it's

discriminating, it's giving an advantage to a minority

group person who has not demonstrated what he is capable

of doing. But I think the opposite is true. We don't ob-

ject to veterans' receiving extra points on the Civil Ser-

vice Test simply because they are-veterans ---.-we think

thats a pretty good idea, because they have .made sacri-

fices in order to proteet us from our enemies. -Well, I

say that in the process of rating minority groups, black,

brown, or Asian, we must take into consideration those

things that they have experienced, so that they can have

an opportunity, as Barbara Sizemore said-this morning, to

learn on the--job. That siwhere we all -learn. so I think

we've been able to demonstrate that-we have,benefitted.

greatly by the fact that Chicago was-so-closed. with their

examination system _and: their orals, .where they used to

wash people out because -they had- gold-teeth, or 'Whatever

was -We-have some of-the-toPhOtch'teachers-Who-couldn't-

make-it through the-bureaucracy of the Chicago systetploe-.

Cause we Were looking -at the human value that .0e-se people

-had. A-couple of -them now-have-earned theirYNI.D.-
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These are people who could not pass the Chicago exams. So

it just demonstrates that those tests were not real mea-

sures .of people's abilities and what they were able to do.

One of the things I have a hang -up about is our ten-

dency to ask a minority group person what his grade average

was. I was recruiting with one particular colleague, and

the first question he would pop was, "What's your grade

average?" I said to him, 'You can look at his transcript

to get his grade average. I want to talk to him about

people, I want to get-a feel for how he -feels about kids,

how he feels about the system. Is he the kind of a per-

son who, when and if he becomes a member of the staff, is-

going to retreat into a hole. and start doing like everybody

else, or is he going to try to teach better ways and have

an influence in changing the system, to make the system

more responsive to kids, rather than trying to push every

kid into a preconceived mold?" Sc I'm concerned about-

talking with that individual about himself, his aspira-

tions; I'm less concerned about_-his-grade average. -Sure,

I want to_be sure that he has the competency to -do the job,

but I think that first and foremost a person must have a

feeling of understanding and compassion-for children and

an eagerness -to work with-them.

When we -look __candidates, there are certain things.

that I think are very important, Some of these things I
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think about and try to assess are; "Who is this persOn?

What are the things he's been involved with? Is this per-

son active. in his community? Is he trying to change, or

rectify, or correct some of the inequities as they exist in

the community? Is he involved?" It has been said over and

over again here today: one cannot separate what-goes on in

the school from what goes on in the community.. Educate

must be involved in school and community.
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TEACHER TRAINING AND THE MINORITY STUDENT: NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE

PREPARATION FOR WORKING WITH INTEGRATED STAFFS

By. Jerry J. Bellon

Before we begin discussing teacher training and problems faced by

integrated staffs, I believe we need to look at current trends in teacher

education. This should help to give us a general frame of reference about

problems and issue; facing school systems and colleges.

Today, a major focus in teacher education is the development of

teacher competency models. This concept is being experimented with by

many different institutions across the country. New York State is looking

at this approach for all of the teacher education institutions in that state.

There are several major problems associated with the development and

use of teacher competency programs. First, you must determine the specific

outcomes or competency expectations. If you are able to do this, you must

then carefully monitor your program to see if the competencies are being

met. This takes a. good deal more manpower than we currently have in most

universities. An additional problem has to do with certification laws. -These

laws are written in most states in terms of courses taken, as opposed to

competency expectations. Generally, it is very difficult to get a waiver .of

these laws for one course--let alone entire program

Another trend in teacher education today is the increased emphasis on

early and more intensive field experience. Around the country we have the
Dr. Jerry J. Bellon is Professor and` Head of the aepartment of
Curriculum and Int! cruction, School of Education, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
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development of teaching-learning centers. In these centers the methods courses

are taught on site. This gives the student an opportunity to have early involve-

ment in the application of the methods.to the actual classroom experiences. This

early field experience is often combined with a form of differentiated staffing.

It gives the schools an opportunity to utilize the skills of preservice teachers

in the total staffing pattern. Although this early field experience is developing

as a trend, it is not very widespread. We expect that it will continue to develop,

along with the use of the differentiated staffing organization. It has been

interesting to find that commitment to early experience is not enough. Programs

that have utilized students who are highly committed to "going to the ghetto"

na,re found that this commitment has not been enough tc help the teacher become

successful. It has been found that the teacher needs a solid grounding in

methodology and in psychology of learning.

A third trend in teacher education has been the use of individualized

instruction for the preparing teachers. Several colleges and universities- have

begun using strategies such as learning packages and independent study modules.

They are attempting to model the structures found in those schools which are

individualizing their instruction. The major problem, as I see it, is that

this has largely been a strategy or structure change and little has been done

with upgrading the basic teacher: preparation curriculum.

I have briefly summarized current trends in teacher preparation programs.

As one reviews the trends in teacher education, it becomes obvious that there

are some basic problems which need to be attadketh Perhaps the most basic of

these-problems is the-need for a simultaneous reconstruction of preservice and

inservice education. It will dr little good to change the preservice progr-
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inservice program

aLds if we are not at the same time restructuring our

For example, if a particular preservice program is "out

fiont":it is often-hard to find a suitable school district to give the parti-

cipants in-such a program early field_experience. Many districts want to

maintain the status quo. On the other hand, a school district through the

development of strong inservice programs may have some very progressive

programs in action. If the participating or cooperating university has

traditional preparation programs, it may be very difficult for the two agencies,

work well together.

local level.-

Whatever

to This would tend to defeat the changes sought at the

is done with preservice and inservice, it

necessary that the

-absolutely

nvironments of the local systems shape our activities.

For example urban Wucation has been long:ignored_in many preparation:.

programs. Freserviee education has been largely geared to rural:and suburban

-school systems. Yet most of our students and most -of our teachers will-be

involved in urban eduCmtion throughout the rest of this century.

A good example of preparation that has not taken into consideration

local environments has been the whole desegregation movement. There have been

many school disiricts,throughout the country move toward desegregation. Yet

little has been done to prepare new teachers to serve in desegregated schools

and with desegregated staffs. We are all aware of the problems facing the

teacher, who does not know how to deal with members of other ethnic groups.

Yet these same school systems when they develOp their inservice programs

Very often ignore these basic environmental problems and concentrate their

efforts on new methods and materials, It is very difficult for districts

to deal with the problems which can only be solved by e °ball to eyeball"

confrontations.
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I believe that a case has been made to close the preservice. inservice

loop. Too often we treat these as two different and mutually exclusive activities.

They are not. They must be developed and operationalized in concert. We need

to identify what can be done and what needs to be done and develop programs

that are continuous and sequential, beginning with the preservice program and

continuing from then on through in

are not hiring as many teacher

-vic--activities. -The fact that districts

:hey used to has given us,an opportunity to

move more. aggressively into- inservice education;

Whether .or not there is a.true shortage of high quality teachers-is a.

-debatable point. But we do know.ti-t we are at a-point in education where

there are fewer.new teachers being hired by the public schools. We do know

that we have a large group of teachers who. will be working in the pUblie sehoo

for many years. It -is essential that we develop continuous inserviee.programs

h get at their basic and high-priority. needs. Too often inservice.programs

have beena. tool for getting teachers out of the classroom into administrative

positions. We have-alSo used the'programs as simply a means to ket-higher

salaries, without worrying_.too:Mdch about the .program. outcomes.

We are going to have .to use certain basic strategies if we-are going

to.close the preservice-inservite loop.- First,.i believe we need to:think

the whole program as a totalself-renewal program as.defined. byJohn. Gardner.-

Important to. his definition is the notion that self- renewal programs must be

systematic. Translating this into educational programs we would point out

that all inservice programs would have to be systematic programs which are
. .

based on carefully identified needs. It is essential that we have collaborative

efforts between the public sector and higher education. I believe we can show

that each of these agencies is less effective -when -they do not fully collaborate

th one:another.. -As a-matter of --fact, much of the:eurrent..federal funding
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requires that these collaborative efforts be utilized.

As self-renewal or inservice programs are developed, several key

points should be kept in mind. I have already mentioned that the programs

need to be systematic if they are to be effective. We know that intensive

involvement of people over a long period of time is necessary if behavior

change is to take place. Conferences like the one we are all attending

here have little long-term effectiveness in terms of self-renewal. They

may, at the very best, offer an opportunity for people to think about new

ways of doing things. However, they really do not provide an opportunity

for people to actually practice new ways of doing things. Also, as Cardnei

has pointed out, self-renewal programs are' based on motivation

and conviction. These are three necessary ingredients if people are to make

any essential behavior changes.

. Assuming that we can develop the kind of systematic self-renewal programs

which will help to close the preservice-inservice loop, we still must identify.

I would take the

commitment,

the high priority problem areas which need to be attacked.

position that we have given insufficienf attention to a study of cultural

differences, value systems, and basic attitudes. I believe we have spent too

much time worrying about content and methodology and too little tim dealing

with these areas. I don't believe we can prepare ourselves to solve desegre-

gation problems through abstract operations or by simulation activities. I

believe that we have an ideal laboratoryin which to teach cultural differences

and values and attitudes

systems.

These laboratories are our schools and our school(

Through our inservice programs we should, in myopinion promote

cultural diversity. I am personally opposed to the notion that we need to

promote.the.meiting pot concept in the United States:, not attempt
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to homogenize the various cultures in our country. I would submit that a

strong nation maintains its strength through the various cultures in the

country having strong identities. Unfortunately, we have attempted to educate

people to the melting pot concept and to ignore or put down cultural differ-

ences. As long as we prepare people with these attitudes, they will not be

ready and able to meet the problems faced in schools and systems which have

various cultures and value systems. It seems to me that our renewal programs

should promote cultural diversity and, at the same time, help teachers develop

the skills and attitudes to work in culturally diverse schools.

We need to give constant attention in our programs to study of human

needs. Very few teachers have developed a solid frame of reference for dealing

with different needs of students and adults. We often talk about individual

needs and differences but we seldom have the depth of knowledge to deal with

the needs of others.

Perhaps the first stage is to help teachers develop an awareness of

needs of others. I am certain that very often they are concerned with meeting

their own needs which are, of course, very important. As a number of psycholo-

gists have pointed out, we must be better off than those we are trying to help.

Therefore, it is important that the teachers are having their needs attended to

as well as the student . A thorough understanding of a needs theory such as

the Maslow hierarchy of human needs would help teachers to better understand

student problems This understanding could lead to a better solution of the

problems that they face in the schools and in the homes. It should be emphasized

that, not only must we deal with the needs of others, but the first step

is to get teachers and educators to look at and identify their QWT1 needs and

develop a self-awareness of where they are in terms of their attitudes and
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I:don't believe that we can change basic prejudices in people-unless

first of all-- they-are willing to face up to the values and attitudes-that they-

hold.-.Even then it may be very difficult to make any subStantive changes--

but at least we can help them to examine. their own biases, prejudices, and

nudes .

We need to give more attention in our inservice or renewal programs to

processes of learning and motivation. Teachers are often concerned with how

they can motivate students to learn. I believe that our renewal programs must

deal with conditions about learning and about motivation. William Glasser

has pointed out that -we spend too much time worrying abou ivation and-not,

enough time dealing with the conditions that help people to become better

learners. Glasser contends that all people have a basic identity need and when

this identity need is achieved then we can begin to worry about higher level

learning activities. People without a strong clear identity will have little

success in schools and in learning activities.

We need to understand that there are certain basic pathways to developing

this identity. First, there must be a pathway of love. This does not need to

be love in the sexual sense but in a caring prizing sense. In order for a

person to have a clear identity he must have at least one other person who

cares for him and for whom he cares. A second pathway is the whole business

of worthwhileness. Each of us must have at least one person who knows and

recognizes that what we are doing is worthwhile. At the same time, we must

have the ability to recognize worthwhileness in others. Without these path-

ways and without this identity, we tend to have loneliness, alienation, and

apathy. It is the alienation and apathy that so often trouble ou teachers.

Unless we deal with the-basic identity need, we will have little success in

dealing with the problems of apathy hostility and alienation.
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There are other conditions about motivation and learning which teachers

need to recognize and deal with. First, there is always a difference in the

motivation between boys and girls. Boys begin with about the same motivation

to learn in school as do girls. But dur

oriented schools tend to enhance or support the girls and their motivation

toward learning. Unfortunately, all .too often the same schools tend to depress

those activities in school which would enhance the motivation of boys toward

schools and toward learning.

Another condition of motivation that we should all deal with is that

there is always a difference in motivation between poor people and wealthy

people. Students who have come fromfront economically deprived homes will have

less motivation as a group toward learning than will those students who have

come from the upper socio-economic groups. There are many reasons for this,

ng the early .grades the feminine-..

most of which are rather obvious. One that may not be so obvious is that-

the wealthy students have already met basic survival needs and security needs

and are better prepared to deal with higher level ego and self-actualization

needs. Too often the student who comes from lesser circumstances has to be
=

more concerned with survival and security needs. He is not psychologically

or physiologically able, to deal with abstract learning concepts.

Another condition of motivation is closely related to the identity

need. It has been found that students who have clear, strong, and positive

self concepts are much more likely to be motivated to learn than those

students who have unclear, negative self concepts. If our inservice or

renewal programs are to deal effectively with the problems of lea ing and

motivation we are going to have to develop a better understanding of the

needs of human beings and the way they:are met.
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The title of my presentationjiad to do with more effective -prepara-

tion for working with integrated staffs. The position T 'have taken is that-

we need to develop more effective preparation for working with human beings.

In order to do this we must make fewer assumptions about how effective- we

-are... We will have to collaborate and develop systematic inservice and pre

service programs -which focus- on cultural differences, Val6e ystems and

basic attitudes-. We w 11 need to spend-a good deal more time on ur basic

-needs- and hot, learning and motivation are affected by these needs. Most

important, -we need to understand that each-Student and-each individual has

certain kinds- of:needs_ without respect to ethnic W need to promote

cultural identity and cultural. diversity which will help us to develop.

-strong6r, more eFfectiVe
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